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Abstract  
Background: Psychological difficulties such as anxiety and depression are 
common post-stroke. Mindfulness-based interventions (MBIs), such as 
Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction (MBSR) and Mindfulness Based Cognitive 
Therapy (MBCT) have demonstrated effectiveness in alleviating such difficulties 
in other clinical health populations and show promise in stroke-related 
psychological difficulties.  
Objective and Outcomes: The study aimed to assess the feasibility of recruiting 
and retaining stroke survivors into a randomised waitlist control trial with an 8-
week waitlist period and 3-month follow-up. We also aimed to assess the 
acceptability of an online mindfulness-based intervention for this population and 
the use of outcome measures relating to anxiety, depression, perceived stress, 
health status, quality of life and perseverative thinking.  
Methods: Stroke survivors were recruited at 6-month post-stroke in an NHS 
clinical setting. No criteria were set regarding minimum pre-existing 
psychological difficulties.   
Intervention: 10-session online mindfulness course, comprising elements of both 
MBSR and MBCT.  
Results: Fifty-four people were screened. Eighteen were deemed ineligible. Of the 
thirty-six assessed for eligibility, ten declined to participate. Twenty-four others 
considered participation but ultimately decided not to participate for reasons such 
as low confidence with computers. Two participants were successfully recruited 
and randomised (one to waitlist control). The intervention could be delivered as 
planned. The 8-week waitlist period was tolerated. No adverse effects were 
reported. Follow-up at 1 and 3-months was feasible.  
Reliable and clinically significant improvements were demonstrated in depression 
for one participant, certain mindfulness domains and quality of life scores. Where 
reliable deterioration was indicated to perseverative thinking and anxiety 
measures, low baseline scores prevent us from drawing any substantial inferences.  
Thematic analysis of interview data conducted with both participants and the 
recruiter indicated overall acceptability of the intervention and outcome measures 
used whilst highlighting difficulties in recruitment such as fears about safety 
online and the priority of physical rehabilitation.  
Conclusion: Despite the promise of MBIs for stroke-survivors, our poor 
recruitment rate indicates a larger trial of the proposed design is not currently 
feasible as planned.   
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Abstract  
Trial Design: Randomised waitlist-control mixed-methods design.   
Background: Psychological difficulties such as anxiety and depression are 
common post-stroke. Mindfulness-based interventions (MBIs), such as 
Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction (MBSR) and Mindfulness Based Cognitive 
Therapy (MBCT) have demonstrated effectiveness in alleviating such difficulties 
in other clinical health populations and show promise in stroke-related 
psychological difficulties.  
Objective and Outcomes: The study aimed to assess the feasibility of recruiting 
and retaining stroke survivors into a randomised waitlist control trial with an 8-
week waitlist period and 3-month follow-up. We also aimed to assess the 
acceptability of an online mindfulness-based intervention for this population and 
the use of outcome measures relating to anxiety, depression, perceived stress, 
health status, quality of life and perseverative thinking.  
Methods: Stroke survivors were recruited at 6-month post-stroke in an NHS 
clinical setting. No criteria were set regarding minimum pre-existing 
psychological difficulties.   
Intervention: 10-session online mindfulness course, comprising elements of both 
MBSR and MBCT.  
Results: Fifty-four people were screened. Eighteen were deemed ineligible. Of the 
thirty-six assessed for eligibility, ten declined to participate. Twenty-four others 
considered participation but ultimately decided not to participate for reasons such 
as low confidence with computers. Two participants were successfully recruited 
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and randomised (one to waitlist control). The intervention could be delivered as 
planned. The 8-week waitlist period was tolerated. No adverse effects were 
reported. Follow-up at 1 and 3-months was feasible.  
Reliable and clinically significant improvements were demonstrated in depression 
for one participant, certain mindfulness domains and quality of life scores. Where 
reliable deterioration was indicated to perseverative thinking and anxiety 
measures, low baseline scores prevent us from drawing any substantial inferences.  
Thematic analysis of interview data conducted with both participants and the 
recruiter indicated overall acceptability of the intervention and outcome measures 
used whilst highlighting difficulties in recruitment such as fears about safety 
online and the priority of physical rehabilitation.  
Conclusion: Despite the promise of MBIs for stroke-survivors, our poor 
recruitment rate indicates a larger trial of the proposed design is not currently 
feasible as planned.   
 
 
 
Trial Registration ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT03368950 
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INTRODUCTION  
Background and Prevalence of Psychological Difficulties Following Stroke  
Stroke occurs when the blood supply to a part of the brain is cut off. This may be 
caused by a blockage (ischaemic stroke) or bleeding in the brain (haemorrhagic 
stroke). Without a blood supply, brain cells become damaged causing impairment 
to the function supported by that area. This can lead to physical changes such as 
difficulties with movement and swallowing, communication problems including 
difficulties with speaking and understanding, a decline in cognitive functioning 
and substantial fatigue. Although symptoms can be debilitating and life-changing, 
the severity of disability varies between stroke survivors depending on the size 
and location of the infarction. Emotional changes however are common regardless 
of the level of severity of disability.  
Rates of anxiety and depression are high with conservative estimates ranging from 
20-33% of all stroke survivors [1, 2]. Anxiety and depression both interfere with 
rehabilitation and have been associated with higher levels of mortality, re-
admission, utilisation of services, poorer long-term function, greater dependency 
on others and reduced quality of life [3, 4, 5].  
Despite three Cochrane reviews [6, 7, 8] there remains insufficient evidence to 
guide the care of post-stroke anxiety and depression. Reviewers found only 
limited support for an autogenic-relaxation self-help CD for anxiety [9] and no 
evidence of non-pharmacological therapeutic interventions for the treatment of 
depression.  A stepped-care model has been proposed for psychological 
interventions after stroke [10] but evidence for it is limited, largely at the case-
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series level and little specificity is provided for the most appropriate intervention 
within each level [11, 12]. Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT), which forms 
the bulk of treatment considerations at level three is unsupported by randomised 
control trial (RCT) level evidence [13] and may be poorly tolerated by stroke 
survivors with cognitive and communication difficulties [14]. 
Finding Alternative Therapies for Post-Stroke Psychological Difficulties  
A range of alternative therapies to CBT have been investigated in stroke-
rehabilitation including yoga [15, 16], unilateral nostril breathing [17], music 
listening [18] and Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT) [19]. 
Mindfulness is in fact a substantial component of ACT [20] as well as 
Compassionate Focused Therapy [21] and Dialectical Behavioural Therapy [22] – 
all efficacious interventions for a range of psychological difficulties [23, 24] and 
credited as a ‘third wave’ CBT approaches [25]. Such approaches emphasise 
transdiagnostic processes such as acceptance, cognitive defusion and decentering 
to enable people to better cope with disorder, rather than simply the removal of 
symptoms [26, 27].  
Formal mindfulness-based interventions (MBIs) have been shown to be effective 
in a range of other chronic health conditions in improving psychological distress 
and rehabilitation outcomes [28, 29]. As well as reducing anxiety and depression 
with demonstrably large effect sizes (Hedges’ g = 0.95-0.97) in meta-analyses 
[30, 31], MBIs have shown to be effective in reducing stress [32], improving 
quality of life [33] and reducing health care utilisation [34]. In samples with 
impaired cognition, such as brain injury, mindfulness has been shown to lead to 
improvements in self-efficacy, depression and quality of life [35, 36]. 
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Mindfulness-based interventions have shown promise in reducing fatigue in 
neurological populations [37] including stroke [38, 39]. There is also evidence of 
MBIs utility in improving physical health parameters such as blood pressure [40].  
A recent literature review (Singh, unpublished thesis) found preliminary evidence 
of group and internet-delivered MBI’s beneficial effect in reducing anxiety and 
depression in stroke-survivors [39, 41, 42] with one study reporting continued 
positive effects at 3-months follow up [43]. In addition, improvements to fatigue, 
cognition and physiological functioning were reported [38, 39, 41]. Studies were 
however characterised by small sample sizes, high attrition and a lack of 
experimental controls.  
Mindfulness Based Approaches  
Mindfulness offers a different philosophy or way of ‘being’ when experiencing 
bodily dysfunction and distressing thoughts and feelings. As mindfulness aims to 
develop long-term coping skills with an emphasis on enhancing quality of life, it 
may be particularly relevant to people with chronic post-stroke disability. As it 
addresses common pathways of anxiety regulation while encouraging self-care 
and behavioural change [44], MBIs may be appropriate for mixed groups with 
differing individual needs. Once techniques have been taught, participants can 
continue to practice without assistance from a therapist; effectively learning to 
‘self-manage’ their difficulties. Mindfulness can, in theory be used alongside all 
steps of the stepped care model. Being non-pharmacological, it may be preferable 
for those taking multiple medications.   
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Online-delivered MBIs have the benefit of having no waiting list and no need for 
transportation. They are easy to implement, do not require staff-training or renting 
of a venue. The group format of traditional MBIs (MBSR and MBCT) may be 
aversive to older adults with communication difficulties such as aphasia. Shorter, 
internet-delivered interventions have been found to be preferable [45] in this 
population.  
The Potential Mechanism of Mindfulness Based Interventions  
Possible mechanisms by which mindfulness may exert its beneficial effects have 
been hypothesised. Reducing perseverative cognition, the shared process 
underpinning both depression (via rumination), and anxiety (via worry), has been 
demonstrated by Krusche et al. [46] and Querstret et al. [47, 48]. Other studies 
point to improved attentional control [16, 49] and emotional regulation through 
present-moment awareness and non-judgmental acceptance in promoting 
executive control, [50]. In a meta-analysis of mediation studies, Gu et al. [51], 
identified strong evidence for cognitive and emotional reactivity and moderate 
evidence for rumination and worry as mediators of the effect of MBIs on clinical 
outcomes.  
Mindfulness-based interventions are thought to have a more sustained effect given 
the emphasis on self-practice [28, 52] and thus operate in a different manner to 
CBT [53]. Psychological needs may change over time [54] and MBIs offer a tool 
to complement such fluctuation.  
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The Current Study   
There is a paucity of research into effective psychosocial treatments for emotional 
disorders after stroke [55, 14]. Developing interventions to help with ‘coming to 
terms with having a stroke’ was ranked as an important research priority by stroke 
survivors [56]. Advancing neuropsychological therapies and finding more robust 
evidence for which psychological interventions will be most effective for different 
subgroups of stroke survivors have been named as a specific research 
recommendation by NICE [57]. The British Psychological Society [58] also 
recommend more research be conducted into the use of psychological therapies 
other than CBT for those post-stroke.  
Online Mindfulness offers a low-risk, inexpensive and potentially effective means 
of reducing anxiety, depression and perceived stress in stroke survivors. Effect 
sizes comparable to face-to-face mindfulness have been reported at 1-month 
follow up following completion of bemindfulonline.com, an online course 
comprising of elements of MBSR and MBCT [46, 48] in non-clinical samples. 
Online interventions are highly accessible and proven effective in delivering 
CBT-based interventions such as Beating the Blues [59]. Although those with 
disabilities may be less likely to use the internet, web use among older adults has 
increased substantially in the last five years and in 2017, 90% of households in 
Great Britain had internet access [60, 61].  
With frustration at the limited availability of psychological expertise in stroke 
services [62], tools to allow stroke-survivors to self-manage, improve their 
relationship with disabling symptoms, reduce ruminative thinking, worry and 
perceived stress may offer relief for stroke-survivors. Initiating such an 
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intervention may improve perceived coping, self-efficacy and acceptance, in turn 
improving health-related quality of life [63]. Regardless of whether stroke 
survivors reach threshold levels of anxiety or depression, which may prevent 
access to specialist psychological therapies, an online mindfulness intervention 
which can be completed in the privacy of one’s own home, which does not require 
lengthy assessment or wait may be welcomed. It is recognised even subthreshold 
anxiety can still impact significantly on daily-living [2] and quality of life [64]. 
Early intervention may reduce further need for more expensive intervention 
‘further up’ the stepped care approach, potentially reducing total rehabilitation 
burden.  
There remain questions however about what aspects of MBIs confer effectiveness 
in reducing psychological distress and the optimum delivery of such interventions. 
A recent literature review (Singh, unpublished thesis) found promising results of 
the effect of MBIs and online MBIs for stroke survivors [38, 39, 43], but 
qualitative data [42] also suggested modifications were required to standard 
MBSR protocols. Participants were also recruited at differing timepoints post-
stroke, with only one trial [41] recruiting participants from a clinical sample. For 
many participants it had been some years since the stroke, making it difficult to 
judge the effectiveness of MBIs on specifically stroke-related psychological 
difficulties.  
In line with reported prevalence rates we would expect to find clinically 
significant levels of anxiety and depression in approximately one third of stroke 
patients. Similar proportions of clinically significant levels of depression and 
anxiety have been reported in other trials of MBIs for MS patients (40-44% of 
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self-referring participants indicated clinically significant levels of depression and 
anxiety at baseline), [65] and in the general population (50% of Querstret et al.’s 
[48] sample at baseline reported moderate to severe levels of depression and/or 
anxiety).  
Owing to the relative novelty of online mindfulness interventions for stroke 
survivors a feasibility study design was employed to test the utility and 
acceptability of an online MBI or stroke survivors recruited from an NHS clinical 
setting. It was felt conducting such a trial in a setting most akin to usual care for 
stroke survivors would allow us to a) reach the most representative sample and b) 
mirror where such an intervention, if rolled out to usual care (and offered 
routinely), would be situated.  Therefore, this study aimed to investigate the 
feasibility of an online MBI for stroke-survivors recruited from a clinical setting 
ahead of a larger-scale definitive RCT for clinically-referred stroke patients. 
Feasibility Studies     
The outcome of a pilot or feasibility study indicates whether the trial can proceed 
as planned, usually in a larger scale RCT, whether adaptations are needed to the 
trial protocol or whether the trial is simply not feasible. By informing the design 
of the definitive trial, feasibility studies increase the likelihood of it achieving its 
aims and objectives. Crucially feasibility studies do not evaluate the outcome of 
interest (in this case, the role of an online MBI in reducing anxiety and depression 
in stroke survivors); that is left to the main study. Feasibility studies are also used 
to estimate important parameters such as willingness of clinicians to recruit 
participants, the rate at which eligible participants can be identified and to inform 
the sample size calculation of the larger scale trial [66]. Trials which ‘fail’ 
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normally do so because they are unable to recruit the target number of patients 
within the envisaged timescale or funding envelope [67].  
The benefits of conducting a feasibility study are to avoid waste and ‘de risk’ 
funding investments of more expensive full trials. In the context of avoiding 
‘research waste’, Morgan et al. [68] investigated the outcome of 89 feasibility 
studies funded by the National Institute for Health Research - Research for Patient 
Benefit (NIHR RfPB) finding that 57 potential trials were judged as feasible, 20 
not feasible and for 12 it remained uncertain whether a full trial was feasible. The 
mean cost of feasibility studies in the review was £219,048. Had these been 
granted full RCT funding, and failed, they could potentially have ‘wasted’ 
£1,163,996 each, implying a rough saving of £20-30m if all those which were not 
feasible had been successful in getting full trial funding. Although there is a time 
delay associated with conducting feasibility, or pilot studies, it is becoming 
increasingly common to conduct a preliminary feasibility study to assess whether 
a full trial is likely to be successfully completed [68].  
In addition, central to the design of an RCT is an a priori sample size calculation 
to ensure the study has a high probability of achieving its pre-specified objectives 
[69] using the standard deviation (variance) of outcome measures employed in the 
feasibility study. Sample size has many implications for the conduct of the study. 
Both under- and over-powered trials are undesirable and pose ethical, statistical 
and practical problems. Therefore, good trial design requires the magnitude of the 
clinically important effect size to be stated in advance [66].  
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Study Aims   
The main aim of the study is to assess the feasibility of conducting a larger-scale 
RCT of online mindfulness for stroke survivors. Its primary objective is to assess 
the feasibility of conducting such a trial in terms of recruitment and retention, 
protocol fidelity and the proposed data collection methods. This study will also 
examine, qualitatively, the acceptability of the proposed trial design and 
intervention used.  
Secondary outcomes relate to the measurement of outcomes (completion rates, 
missing data and variance of the difference between the control and intervention) 
to inform the sample size calculation of a future, definitive trial. The primary 
outcomes of the later trial will relate to psychological difficulties - anxiety and 
depression. Secondary outcomes will assess measures of mindfulness, 
perseverative thinking, quality of life and health.  
Research Questions  
Feasibility 
1. To assess the feasibility of recruiting and retaining an adequate number of 
stroke survivors (with follow up at 1- and 3-months post-intervention), 
what are the numbers of participants that are recruited and retained?  
2. To assess the feasibility of a waitlist RCT design, can participants tolerate 
randomisation and an 8-week waitlist period?  
3. Can the proposed trial protocol be followed?  
4. How feasible is such an online intervention to complete for stroke 
survivors?  
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5. Is there any evidence of harm? 
6. How feasible is the use of online data collection of measures relating to 
anxiety, depression, perceived stress, health, mindfulness, perseverative 
thinking and quality of life?  
Acceptability 
7. How acceptable is the proposed trial design?   
8. How acceptable is the intervention?  
9. How acceptable are the chosen outcome measures? 
To inform the sample size and assessment of clinical effectiveness of a future 
trial 
10. What is the standard deviation (variance) estimate associated with the 
range of outcome measures used to inform future power and sample size 
calculations? 
METHOD  
Study Design 
We conducted a randomised waitlist control feasibility study ahead of a proposed 
definitive RCT. Feasibility would be indicated by:   
a. Successful recruitment of 50% of eligible participants within the 
proposed time period.  
b. Successful completion of the online mindfulness intervention for 
>60% of participants. Other studies investigating the same online 
intervention have claimed high (75-100%) completion rates within an 
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average of six to seven weeks [47, 46]. It is unclear how stroke 
survivors, who may be experiencing cognitive and fatigue-related 
impairment may tolerate the programme, hence our more conservative 
estimate.  
c. Successful retention of >60% of participants to follow-up data 
collection point (3-months). In a study investigating the recruitment 
and retention of stroke survivors in a disease management programme 
Thayabaranathan et al. [70] reported 67% retention rate at 12 months. 
Studies in a recent literature review (Singh, unpublished thesis) 
however reported higher attrition rates (average 32%) of stroke 
survivors to MBIs, hence our more conservative figure.  
d. Minimal missing data (<10%). Using an online data collection tool, 
such as Qualtrics, higher data completeness is expected [71].  
e. High acceptability of the trial design (randomisation, waitlist period) 
and intervention used (indicated by interview data and overall positive 
responses to acceptability ratings).  
f. No adverse effects or evidence of harm to participants.  
Planned assessments of self-reported anxiety, depression and perceived stress 
were conducted at baseline, pre (controlling for waitlist control condition) and 
post intervention with follow up at 1 and 3 months-post randomisation. The use of 
outcome measures assessing mindfulness, perseverative thinking, health and 
quality of life at the same time points were also investigated.   
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Ethical Approval 
The study was reviewed by the University of Surrey Research Integrity and 
Governance Office. A favourable ethical opinion (approval) was granted by the 
NHS Health Research Authority for London – Westminster Research Ethics 
Committee Reference 17/LO/0546 (Appendix 2). All participants provided 
informed consent. Local requirements by the host site (a not-for-profit social 
enterprise providing NHS community healthcare services) were met.  
Eligibility Criteria  
Adults over the age of 18 who had had a stroke (1) more than 4 months previously 
were eligible to participate. This was to ensure physical recovery had stabilised. 
Participants had to be able to (2) understand the research materials and (3) have 
PC and internet access at home, or via tablet or smartphone.   
Participants were ineligible if they (1) had significant cognitive impairment which 
would impact on their ability to access the intervention despite prompting and 
support, indicated by a score of <32/40 on the Telephone Interview of Cognitive 
Status [72], (2) were receiving another psychological or mindfulness-based 
intervention at the time of the study, (3) had a severe and enduring mental health 
difficulty, dementia or profound learning disability based on the judgement of the 
referring clinician and (4) were unable to read or understand English. Finally (5) 
those without an email address or access to a trusted family member’s email 
address were also excluded. 
The ethos of our recruitment method was to offer the intervention to as many 
patients as possible, regardless of whether they presented with acute 
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psychological difficulties. No minimum diagnostic criteria were set regarding 
depression or anxiety. We expected to find clinically significant levels of anxiety 
and depression in approximately a third of participants in line with expected 
prevalence rates [1, 73]. So as not to deny any participant appropriate 
psychological support when indicated however, those currently receiving 
psychological therapy or those referred to an attached Clinical Psychologist were 
not invited to take part.   
Settings and Locations  
Participants were recruited from an NHS stroke review clinic run by a stroke 
specialist nurse. All stroke survivors in a defined geographical area at 
approximately 6-months post-stroke are invited by letter to attend a review. Only 
about 50% of those contacted respond. The assumption from the clinic is that non-
responders feel they have no unmet rehabilitation needs. The clinic aims to 
support adjustment, identify any unmet needs and provide risk reduction advice to 
prevent further strokes. It may arrange additional therapeutic intervention 
including onward referral to physiotherapy, speech and language and/or 
psychology. It also signposts stroke survivors to the local Stroke Association. 
Clinics ran in GP surgeries and a local Community Hospital. If a patient was 
unable to attend clinic, they were seen at home.  
Participant Identification and Consenting  
The stroke nurse initially approached all patients seen during their 6-month stroke 
review to introduce them to the study. Those deemed eligible to participate by the 
nurse were provided with an information pack containing a Participant 
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Information Sheet, the researcher’s contact details, brief details of the online 
mindfulness intervention and a Consent Form (see appendix 3).  
If the individual agreed they were then introduced to the researcher after their 
clinic review for the opportunity to discuss involvement in the study in more 
detail and obtain consent. When the researcher was not present in clinic the 
patient was encouraged to contact the researcher via email or phone.  
Participants  
Sample size 
As this is a feasibility study, a formal sample size calculation was not required. 
We aimed to recruit 30-35 participants accounting for the recommended sample 
size of 12 per group for a pilot study [74] and an expected dropout rate of 
approximately 30%.  
It was expected that the stroke nurse would see between approximately eight and 
10 patients per week (see Appendix 4), with four likely to be eligible and willing 
to participate. Therefore, we anticipated recruitment would take two to three 
months.  
Mindfulness Intervention 
www.bemindfulonline.com comprises elements of both MBCT and MBSR and is 
modelled on the class sequence of traditional 8-week MBCT programmes. 
Participants access instructional videos that guide formal meditations and 
mindfulness-based exercises (Appendix 5). It is led by two mindfulness 
instructors, one male and one female, and consists of 10 interactive sessions 
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through which participants learn to use both formal meditation skills (e.g., body 
scan, mindful movement, sitting meditation), and informal mindfulness 
techniques that they can incorporate into daily activities (e.g., mindful walking). 
Each week participants complete at least one formal exercise using audio and 
video clips that are provided, and complete one informal exercise in their own 
time. Progress is dependent on viewing of the previous week’s task and 
involvement in online and offline ‘assignments’.  Participants do not have any 
personal contact with the mindfulness instructors as all instructional video and 
audio files are embedded within the website. Subtitles were available and the 
course accessible from desktop PCs, laptops, tablets and smartphones. Adherence 
and intervention fidelity is indicated by successful completion of the whole 
course. A ‘Course Management System’ collated participants’ activity (number of 
log-ins) and current step on the course.  
The Mental Health Foundation and Wellmind Media agreed that licences for 
www.bemindfulonline.com be provided free of charge for participants in this 
project. Usual cost is £30.  
Measures  
Acceptability of the intervention was assessed by completion rates, user statistics 
and interview data. Our secondary objective (obtaining the variance of measures 
used to inform sample size calculations of a definitive trial) was achieved by 
administering a number of validated questionnaires at pre, post, 1 and 3 months 
follow up. Questionnaires assessed depression, anxiety, perceived stress, 
mindfulness, perseverative thinking, health status, health and wellbeing and 
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quality of life (See Appendix 6). Further details of outcome measures can be seen 
in Table 1:  
Table 1. Outcome Measures – Description, Scoring and Psychometric Properties  
Cognitive 
Functioning   
The Telephone Interview of Cognitive Status, TICS [72]. An 
11-item, telephone administered test of cognitive functioning 
assessing orientation, memory and conceptual knowledge. Total 
scores (ranging from 0-41) are interpreted as follows: 
≤20 = Moderately to Severely Impaired 
21-25 = Mildly Impaired 
26-32 = Ambiguous 
33-41 = Nonimpaired.  
The TICS has demonstrated acceptable internal consistency (α = 
0.75) and good test-retest reliability (r = 0.97; Brandt et al., 
[72]). It has been validated for use in stroke [75].  
Depression 
 
The Patient Health Questionnaire 9-item, PHQ-9 [76]. 
Participants are asked to consider over the last 2 weeks how 
often they have been bothered by a list of nine problems, for 
example, "Little interest or pleasure in doing things". Its nine 
items are scored against a Likert scale ranging from 0 (Not at 
all) to 3 (Nearly every day) with summed scores ranging from 
0-27. Severity is determined on the basis of the total score, as 
follows:  
0-4 = No depression 
5-9 = Mild depression 
10-14 = Moderate depression 
15-19 = Moderately severe depression 
20-27 = Severe depression.  
 
The Minimal Clinically Important Difference (MCID) is 5 
points [77]. The scale has demonstrated very good internal 
consistency in primary care (α = 0.89) [76] and is suitable for 
use in stroke [78].  
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Anxiety 
 
The Generalised Anxiety Disorder-7, GAD-7 [79]. Respondents 
are asked to consider of the last two weeks how often they have 
been bothered by a list of seven items, corresponding to the 
DSM-IV-TR symptom criteria for Generalised Anxiety Disorder 
(GAD) for example, "Not being able to stop or control 
worrying". Items are scored against a Likert scale ranging from 
0 (Not at all) to 3 (Nearly every day) with summed scores 
ranging from 0-21.  A score of ≥10 represents a cut point for 
identifying probable GAD. Severity is determined on the basis 
of the total score as follows: 
0-4 = No anxiety 
5-9 = Mild anxiety 
10-14 = Moderate anxiety 
15-21 = Severe anxiety.  
 
MCID is approximately 2 to 3 points [80]. The scale has 
demonstrated excellent internal consistency (α = 0.92) [79] but 
has not been validated for use in stroke [81].  
Perceived 
Stress 
 
The Perceived Stress Scale (PSS – 10) [82] measures the 
perception of and degree to which situations in one’s life are 
appraised as stressful. It asks 10 questions, e.g. “In the last 
month, how often have you felt that you were on top of things?” 
with responses ranging from 0 (Never) to 4 (Very Often).  
Severity is determined on the basis of the sum of the total score 
(ranging between 0 and 40) with higher score represents greater 
levels of perceived stress. Minimal Detectable Change (MDC) 
has been reported at 4.9 points [83].  
The scale has demonstrated good internal consistency (α = 0.86) 
and adequate test-retest reliability [82]. It has not been validated 
in stroke but small to moderate correlations between number of 
life events (r = 0.30), depressive and physical symptomatology 
and perceived health status (r = 0.23) have been reported [84].  
Mindfulness 
 
Five Facet Mindfulness Questionnaire - Short form (FFMQ-SF) 
[85]. A 24-item self-report scale from which participants are 
asked to rate the degree to which each statement is true of their 
experience from a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (Never or 
Very Rarely True) to 5 (Often or Always True). Items concern 
five facets of mindfulness (Observing, Describing, Acting with 
Awareness, Nonjudging of Inner Experience and Nonreactivity 
to Inner Experience) e.g. “It seems I am “running on automatic” 
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without much awareness of what I’m doing” assesses Acting 
with Awareness. Facet scores (ranging from 0-25) are computed 
by reversing items 4, 5, 7, 8, 11, 12, 14, 17, 19, 22, 23, 24 
before summing scores on the individual items, with higher 
scores indicating more mindfulness.  
The scale has demonstrated good internal consistency - 
Describing α=0.87, Non reacting α=0.75, Observing α=0.81, 
Acting aware α=0.83, Non judging α=0.83 [85]. Its use has not 
been validated in stroke, but has in other health samples (e.g. 
Fibromyalgia, [86]) and with older adults [87]. 
Perseverative 
Thinking 
 
Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire, PTQ [88] measures 
levels rumination, or repetitive negative thinking (RNT). 
Participants are asked to describe how they typically think about 
negative experiences or problems and rate the extent to which 
15-items apply to them, e.g. “I can’t stop dwelling on them”. 
Responses are scored on a Likert Scale ranging from 0 (Never) 
to 4 (Always). Scores are summed with total scores ranging 
from 0-60 with higher scores representing higher levels of 
perseverative thinking.  
The scale has demonstrated excellent internal consistency 
(α=0.95) [88] and good correlations with other measures of 
RNT, namely the Response Style Questionnaire (RSQ r = .72, 
[89]) and the Penn State Worry Questionnaire (PSWQ, r = .70, 
[90]). Its use has not been validated in stroke. 
Health Status  
 
The EQ5D-5L [91] is a widely used generic instrument to 
measure health in a standardized way. Respondents rate the 
response, ranging from 1 (No Problem) to 5 (Extreme 
Problems), “that best describes your health today” across five 
dimensions - Anxiety/depression, Mobility, Pain/discomfort, 
Self-Care, Usual Activities.  
For example, under ‘Pain/discomfort’ responses range from 1 = 
‘I have no pain’, 2 = ‘I have slight pain’, 3 = ‘I have moderate 
pain’, 4 = ‘I have severe pain’ to 5 = ‘I have extreme pain’. 
Scores  can be used descriptively (e.g. 1, 1, 2, 1, 1) or converted 
to a single Index Value using an online crosswalk value 
calculator [92]. Values range from -0.59 to 1.00 with higher 
scores representing greater overall health status.  
The EQ5DL also includes as a Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) in 
which respondents are asked to rate “how good or bad your 
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health is today” on a scale ranging from 0-100 with 0 
representing ‘the worst health you can imagine’ and 100 ‘the 
best health you can imagine’. Respondents mark an X on the 
numbered scale to indicate their score.  
The EQ5DL has been validated across a range of patient 
populations. It demonstrates good internal consistency with 
overall α=0.73 [93]. It is routinely used in stroke services [94] 
and exhibits good test-retest reliability (0.83) and validity in 
measuring health after stroke [95].  
Health and 
Wellbeing 
Survey  
 
The Short-Form 12-Item Health Survey, SF-12-Version 1 [96] 
utilises seven questions in which respondents self-rate their 
bodily pain, energy/vitality, general health, mental health, 
physical functioning, role-limitation (emotional), role-limitation 
(physical) and social functioning. A typical question asks, 
“during the past 4 weeks, how much of the time has your 
physical health or emotional problems interfered with your 
social activities (like visiting friends, relatives, etc.)?” with 
responses ranging from 1 = ‘All of the time’ to 5 = ‘None of the 
time’.  
Scores were calculated using Optum® PRO CoRE Scoring 
Software via an algorithm to produce a Physical and Mental 
Component Summary (PCS and MCS). Values range between 0 
and 100, with 0 representing the lowest level of health and 100 
the highest level. The mean PCS and MCS scores are 50 
(standard deviation 10). The SF-12 has demonstrated adequate 
test-retest reliability (PCS = 0.89; MCS = 0.76; [96]) and been 
validated in Australian stroke patients [97].  
Quality of 
Life 
 
The Stroke-Specific Quality of Life, SS-QoL-12, [98] measures 
quality of life across 12 domains (mobility, energy, upper 
extremity function, work and productivity, mood, self-care, 
social roles, family roles, vision, language, thinking and 
personality). It comprises 49 items, assessed on 5-point 
Guttman-type scales. Each item is answered using 1 of 3 
different response sets. Total scores range from 49-245. Higher 
scores indicate better functioning. Summary Scores (ranging 
from 0-1) are composed of an unweighted average of the 12 
domain average scores.  
The SS-QoL-12 demonstrates acceptable internal consistency (α 
≥0.73) and excellent test-retest reliability (r=0.925) [99].  
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Data Collection Tools  
Questionnaires were administered via email, and completed online using Qualtrics 
[100], a web-based survey distribution tool.  
Qualitative Interviews 
Semi-structured interviews (see appendix 7) concerning the acceptability of the 
intervention and feasibility of the study were planned for a subset of participants 
(10 randomly selected out of the 30) following their completion of the online 
mindfulness intervention.  
Procedure  
Recruitment  
Participants met with the researcher (VS) following their stroke review. After 
gaining informed consent, participants were screened. Screening consisted of 
administration of the TICS [72], gathering of demographic details (time since 
stroke, type of stroke, employment status, etc.) as well as details of previous or 
current psychological therapy (or mindfulness training) and whether or not the 
participant was taking any medication for their mental health.  
Randomisation  
If inclusion criteria were met, participants were then randomised to the waitlist 
control or intervention group using Sealed Envelope’s online simple 
randomisation service [101]. A randomisation list was not uploaded and therefore 
randomisation was by random permuted blocks to either waitlist control or 
intervention group in ratio 1:1. If randomised into the intervention group 
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participants were provided with a link to the online course to start immediately. 
Participants randomised into the waitlist control group completed an 8-week 
waitlist period before starting the intervention. Participants were informed of their 
allocation via email.    
Administration of Measures  
Participants completed the study measures at baseline (pre), post-intervention and 
1- and 3-months following intervention completion. Those in the waitlist control 
condition were administered the PHQ9, GAD9 and PSS-10 after their 8-week 
wait, before being sent a link to begin the online mindfulness intervention. See 
appendix 8 for study protocol and flowchart of questionnaire administration.  
Changes to Planned Methods  
A semi-structured interview was also held with the recruiter, a stroke specialist 
nurse after it became apparent our recruitment rate was lower than expected to 
gather their views on the feasibility and acceptability of the trial design.  
Analytic Strategy  
To assess feasibility of the study design we analysed recruitment, retention and 
attrition rates. Feasibility of the data collection method was assessed by inspecting 
missing data.  
As a feasibility study the aim was not to formally test the efficacy of the 
intervention, this is left to a later trial. We sought to determine whether there was 
any evidence of harm from participating in the trial by inspecting changes to 
scores at three timepoints (post-intervention, 1-month and 3-months follow up) 
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and between waitlist control and intervention conditions. We planned to calculate 
the variance associated with these changes to inform future power and sample size 
calculations and  
Qualitative analysis of interview data using thematic analysis (TA) as described 
by Braun and Clarke, [102] was undertaken. Areas of questioning around the 
feasibility and acceptability of the intervention and study design were developed a 
priori by the researcher (see appendix 7 for semi-structured interview schedule). 
Given the feasibility nature of the research and the relatively few existing studies 
of online MBIs in stroke survivors, it was felt a data-driven bottom-up (rather than 
theory-driven) approach would be appropriate in light of the practical questions 
this study aimed to answer. Thematic analysis offers a theoretically-flexible 
approach [103] useful to more applied research. In terms of epistemological 
position, a critical realist perspective was adopted, focusing mainly on manifest 
content. Analysis was undertaken by VS, a female trainee clinical psychologist.  
Interviews were audio recorded and transcribed verbatim. In accordance with the 
phases outlined by Braun and Clarke [102] the data was analysed using the 
following steps, outlined below in Table 2.  
Table 2. Thematic Analysis Framework 
Step Description of Analysis  
1.  Familiarisation and immersion in the data, following transcription.  
2.  Initial codes were generated. 
3.  Analysis was refocused to a broader level of potential themes which 
were listed and played around with produce candidate themes and 
subthemes.   
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4.  Themes were refined and reviewed.  
5.  Themes were defined, further refined and considered in relation to 
each other.  
6.  A final analysis was produced to provide a concise account of the 
data’s story, with extracts embedded within an analytic narrative. 
 
See appendix 9 for an example of how data was analysed using TA.  
Participants’ perception of overall acceptability (ease, relevance, enjoyableness 
and overall acceptability) were rated using Likert Scale ratings between 0 and 10, 
with 10 indicating greater perceived ease, relevance, etc. of the intervention.  
Changes to Planned Analyses  
These are discussed in the results section below. 
RESULTS 
Recruitment   
Recruitment was initially expected to be completed over a period of two to three 
months but continued for a period of eight months due to a number of factors.  
First, a lower number of stroke reviews were held during the recruiting period 
than expected. This was due to limited administrative support resulting in lower 
numbers of patients being booked into clinics and the clinics not running for three 
months whilst the stroke nurse was on unanticipated extended leave. Despite 
thirty-nine (39) patients being booked into twenty-nine planned clinics, many 
cancelled or did not attend, meaning only twenty-five (25) stroke review 
appointments were held (in clinic) over the eight-month period. For those unable 
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to travel to clinic, twenty-nine (29) stroke-review appointments were held in 
patients’ homes.  
Of the fifty-four (54) patients seen by the nurse in total, only thirty-six (36) were 
deemed eligible for the study by the stroke nurse, and provided with information 
packs. Reasons cited for ineligibility are laid out in the CONSORT flow diagram 
overleaf (see box entitled ‘Deemed Ineligible n=18’). Of those who were given 
information packs (36), twenty-five (25) declined to participate. Reasons given 
were collated by the stroke nurse and listed in the flow diagram overleaf (see box 
entitled ‘Immediately Declined Participation n=25’).  
The researcher was unable to be present at every clinic (owing to University 
teaching or placement commitments). Many were cancelled altogether meaning 
the researcher only attended seven (out of a possible eighteen) clinics, meeting 
with nine patients following their stroke review.  Of these nine, two participants 
were successfully recruited into the study. Two individuals independently 
contacted the researcher after receiving Information Packs but subsequently 
decided against participation. Reasons Cited for Non-Participation (n=9) were 
collated and can be seen overleaf. Of note, three individuals contacted the 
researcher after seeing the trial registered online but were unable to participate as 
they were not based in [defined geographical area] and would not have been 
compliant with the trial’s proposed recruitment strategy. Additionally, our ethical 
approval was only specified to one site. Our overall recruitment rate was therefore 
5.6% (2/36) rising to 22.2% of those who met with the researcher in the clinic 
(2/9).   
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CONSORT Flow Diagram [104]   
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Demographic characteristics of participants is presented below in Table 3:  
Table 3. Demographic Information  
Demographic Participant One Participant Two 
Gender  Male Female  
Ageª early 70s early 50s 
Employment Status  
Pre/Post Stroke 
Self-Employed/Self-
Employed 
 
Full Time/Full Time  
Type of Stroke Ischaemic right-
hemispheric 
Ischaemic right-
hemispheric 
Length of Hospitalisation 
(days) 
7 2 
Time Since Stroke at 
Baseline  
7 months 7 days  5 months 8 days 
Cognitive Impairment 
(TICS Range) 
Non-impaired Non-impaired 
Impairment with ADLs No No 
Antidepressant Medication 1ᵇ 0 
Previous Psychological 
Therapy 
Mindfulness training (6 
sessions) 
Counselling (8 
sessions) 
ª generalised for E-thesis publication  
ᵇ commenced 1 week after recruitment and continued throughout intervention phase.  
 
Legend: TICS – Telephone Interview of Cognitive Status (Brandt et al., 1998). ADLs – Activities 
of Daily Living  
 
Both participants had been introduced to mindfulness practice before through 
individual therapy with a counsellor or mindfulness practitioner. Neither were in 
receipt of therapy at the time of the study. Both consented to only practice 
mindfulness as directed by the intervention. 
Obtaining a Second Site  
Given the recruitment difficulties attempts to recruit a second site were made. See 
appendix 10 for study timeline and stakeholder engagement. Unfortunately, sites 
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liaised with during earlier research planning were unable to support the study 
owing to staffing issues (e.g. maternity leave). Additional sites were consulted but 
were unable to provide access to stroke survivors at 6-months post-stroke or 
obtain the necessary Quality and Governance assurance in the available 
timeframe.   
One site hosted a research nurse working on CRN (Clinical Research Network) 
funded studies only and was thus unable to support non-funded studies such as 
this. Our study was ineligible for adoption as an NIHR Clinical Research Network 
(CRN) portfolio study meaning we were unable to utilise existing NHS-research 
support frameworks within Kent, Surrey and Sussex.   
Although recruitment could have been opened to non-clinical samples (e.g. via the 
Stroke Association’s TalkStroke online forum) as this study aimed to assess the 
feasibility of a larger scale RCT of patients recruited from a clinical sample in an 
NHS setting this was deemed inappropriate.  
In light of the minimum timeframe for intervention completion (8-weeks) and 
delays accrued in submitting a substantial amendment to our NHS ethics board, 
recruitment was ended in March (2018) owing to University deadlines.  
Completion Rates 
Of the two participants recruited, one was randomised to waitlist control and the 
other to the intervention condition. Neither reacted adversely to their allocation. 
Both participants successfully completed the entire Online Mindfulness 
intervention over an average of 67 days (9.5 weeks) and thus it was able to be 
delivered as planned. The average length of completion reported by Querstret et 
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al. [47] was 6 weeks and 5 days however participants were incentivised in that 
study with vouchers.  
User Statistics  
Activity varied between participants. Participant one’s user statistics indicated 70 
log-ins. The time taken to complete the course was 91 days (three months). 
Participant two logged in 24 times and completed the course in 42 days (1 month 
and 11 days).   
Retention Rates 
Both participants were retained to 1- and 3-month follow up and both consented 
to being interviewed by the researcher after completion of the intervention. 
Results - Study Measures 
Changes to Planned Analyses  
We were primarily concerned with any evidence of harm, seen as reliable 
deterioration to participants’ scores. Scores were examined for any hints of 
positive effects, although as a feasibility study the aim was not to investigate the 
effect of the intervention.  
Given our difficulties recruiting participants into the trial, we employed small N 
analysis (or single-subject design) in which Reliable and Clinical Change 
calculations were computed using the Leeds Reliable Change Calculator [105] to 
compare baseline (pre-intervention) scores against post-intervention and 1 and 3-
month follow up scores to assess for any changes to anxiety, depression, 
perceived stress, mindfulness, perseverative thinking, health and wellbeing and 
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quality of life.  If there was evidence of Reliable Change, Clinically Significant 
Change (CSC) outlined by Jacobson and Truax [106] was calculated.  
Reliable Clinical Change (RCI) determines whether any observed change is 
greater than that expected due to measurement error [107]. In order to inform 
reference data for CSC calculations (means and standard deviations of clinical and 
comparison norms) data was taken from clinically relevant samples where 
available (see appendix 11). Although test-retest reliability may be preferred 
because it contains real changes in the variables of interest [108] and accounts for 
regression to the mean, reliable change was calculated on the basis of Cronbach’s 
α of the measures used in line with Morley [109].  
Owing to the very small numbers of participants (with only one participant 
assigned to each condition), the variance of any effect size (and corresponding 
confidence intervals) could not be calculated.  
Missing Data 
The use of Qualtrics enabled high data completeness (average 98.48%, range 
96.97% - 100%; see appendix 12). Data is presented individually for each 
participant in Tables 4 and 5 below:  
Part One – Research: Empirical Paper   
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Table 4. Reliable and Clinical Change Calculations - Participant One 
Measure 
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RCI CSC 
Pre-
Post 
RCI CSC 
Pre-1 
Month 
Follow 
up 
RCI CSC 
Pre-3 
Month 
Follow 
up 
RCI CSC 
Depression 
(PHQ9) 
9 10 8 5 4 +1 No n/c -1 No n/c -4 Yes Met -5 Yes Met 
Anxiety 
(GAD7) 
5 15 3 2 3 +10 Reliable 
Deterioration 
n/c -2 Yes Met -3 Yes Met -2 Yes Met 
Perceived 
Stress 
(PSS) 
15 15 11 18 13 0 No n/c -4 No n/c +3 No n/c -2 No n/c 
Health Status 
EQ 5D 5L 
Index Score 
0.837 - 0.906 0.879 0.906 - - - +0.069 No n/c +0.042 No n/c +0.069 No n/c 
EQ VAS  81 - 90 71 87 - - - +9 No n/c -10 No n/c +6 No n/c 
Mindfulness 
(FFMQ-SF) 
67 - 89 92 92 - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Describing 
Non reacting 
Observing 
Acting Aware 
Non judging 
15 
17 
13 
10 
12 
 22 
20 
12 
17 
18 
20 
20 
15 
18 
19 
20 
24 
16 
19 
19 
- - - +7 
+3 
-1 
+7 
+6 
Yes 
No 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Met 
n/c 
n/c 
Met 
Met 
+5 
+3 
+2 
+8 
+7 
 
Yes 
No 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Met 
n/c 
n/c 
Met 
Met 
+5 
+7 
+3 
+9 
+7 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Met 
Yes 
n/c 
Met 
Met 
Perseverative 
Thinking 
(PTQ) 
34 - 22 24 21 - - - -12 Yes No -10 Yes No -13 Yes No 
Physical 
Health (SF 12 
PCS) 
53.08 - 49.21 49.93 (md) - - - -3.87 No n/c -3.15 No n/c - - - 
Mental Health 
(SF 12 MCS) 
34.22 - 37.71 36.06 (md) - - - +3.49 No n/c +1.84 No n/c - - - 
Quality of Life 
(SS QoL) 
 
0.653 
154 
- 0.700 
179 
0.689 
178 
0.691 
169 
- - - +0.047 
+25 
Yes 
Yes 
n/a 
n/a 
+0.036 
+24 
Yes 
Yes 
n/a 
n/a 
+0.038 
+15 
Yes 
Yes 
n/a 
n/a 
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Table 5. Reliable and Clinical Change Calculations - Participant Two  
Measure 
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Pre-
Post 
RCI CSC 
Pre-1 
Month 
Follow 
up 
RCI CSC 
Pre-3 
Month 
Follow 
up 
RCI CSC 
Depression  
(PHQ9) 
2 - 4 5 2 - - - +2 No n/c +3 No n/c 0 No n/c 
Anxiety  
(GAD7) 
0 - 5 2 4 - - - -5 Reliable 
Deterioration 
n/c -2 Reliable 
Deterioration 
n/c -4 Reliable 
Deterioration 
n/c 
Perceived Stress 
(PSS) 
13 - 11 9 8 - - - -2 No n/c -3 No n/c -5 No n/c 
Health Status EQ 
5D 5L Index Score 
1.00 - 0.837 0.837 1.00 - - - -0.163 No n/c -0.163 No n/c 0 No Change n/c 
EQ VAS  98 - 92 93 92 - - - -6 No n/c -5 No n/c -6 No n/c 
Mindfulness 
(FFMQ-SF) 
76 - 72 95 94 - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Describing 
Non reacting 
Observing 
Acting Aware 
Non judging 
16 
14 
6 
19 
21 
- 13 
12 
6 
19 
22 
25 
21 
9 
18 
22 
21 
20 
7 
23 
23 
- - - -3 
-2 
0 
0 
+1 
No 
No 
No 
No Change 
No 
n/c 
n/c 
n/c 
n/c 
n/c 
+9 
+7 
+3 
-1 
+1 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
Met 
Met 
n/c 
n/c 
n/c 
+5 
+6 
+1 
+4 
+2 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Met 
Met 
n/c 
Met 
n/c 
Perseverative 
Thinking (PTQ) 
3 - 14 5 14 - - - +11 Reliable 
Deterioration 
No -2 No Change n/c +11 Reliable  
Deterioration 
No 
Physical Health 
(SF 12 PCS) 
43.25 - 47.16 54.31 55.19 - - - +3.91 No n/c +11.06 No n/c +11.94 No n/c 
Mental Health  
(SF 12 MCS) 
49.35 - 49 51.9 55.14 - - - -0.35 No n/c +2.55 No n/c +5.79 No n/c 
Quality of Life  
(SS QoL) 
0.788 
185 
- 0.766 
199 
0.958 
237 
0.956 
230 
- - - 0.022 
+14 
No 
Yes 
n/c 
n/a 
+0.17 
+52 
Yes 
Yes 
n/a 
n/a 
+0.168 
+45 
Yes 
Yes 
n/a 
n/a 
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Legend:  
md = missing data 
n/c – not calculated due to there being no evidence of reliable change 
n/a – CSC threshold was non-attainable, and therefore not used 
Reliable Deterioration - when scores reliably deteriorated  
Yes - RCI and CSC Met 
Yes - RCI met, but CSC not met, or unable to be calculated 
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Depression (PHQ9) scores improved for participant one with reliable and clinically 
significant change indicated at one and three-months follow-up. According to published cut-
offs [76] scores moved from the ‘mild’ to ‘subclinical’ range. Participant two’s anxiety 
(GAD7) scores demonstrated reliable deterioration but their baseline score was zero and 
subsequent scores remained in the subclinical range so this could be considered an artefact of 
testing.  
Perceived stress (PSS), health status (EQ5D and VAS) index scores and health survey (SF12) 
responses were largely unchanged for both participants. Inspection of participant two’s 
Mental Component Summary (MCS) scores revealed an improvement of 6 points but this did 
not confer reliable change.  
Perseverative thinking (PTQ) scores varied between participants. One demonstrated reliable 
improvement following the intervention, maintained to 3-month follow up but these changes 
did not reach clinical significance. For the other, perseverative thinking reliably deteriorated 
at post-intervention and again at three-month follow-up, but not with clinical significance. 
Scores were however very low at baseline so these changes must be interpreted with caution.  
Quality of life (SSQoL) scores conferred reliable improvement for both participants, 
maintained through to three-month follow up. Clinical significance was unable to be 
ascertained owing to the lack of published clinical norms.   
Mindfulness indicated by FFMQ facet scores demonstrated reliable and clinically significant 
changes for participant one in four facets (describing, non-reacting, acting with awareness 
and non-judging). It is of note improvements to non-reacting only became clinically 
significant at three-month follow up whereas describing, acting with awareness and non-
judging demonstrated improvement immediately post-intervention, and were maintained at 
follow-up. Participant two’s scores only indicated reliable and clinically significant 
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improvements at one- and three-month follow-up for describing and non-reacting facets, with 
reliable and clinically significant improvements only seen for acting with awareness at three-
month follow up. 
Overall significant changes for both participants were seen in mindfulness and quality of life 
domains. Participant one’s anxiety, depression, quality of life and perseverative thinking 
scores improved, whereas for participant two, anxiety and perseverative thinking scores 
deteriorated.  
Evidence of Harm 
Where reliable deterioration was indicated, owing to the subclinical scores at baseline we can 
infer participation in the study did not lead to harm to either participant. Our chosen outcome 
measures and mode of administration appeared acceptable.  
Interviews  
An overview of themes and subthemes derived from interview data is presented overleaf in 
Table 6. and expanded in Appendix 9:  
Table 6. Main Themes and Subthemes  
Main themes  
 
Subthemes 
The emotional and physical toll following 
a stroke 
Unexpected  
Lack of support 
Panic Attacks 
Ongoing Fatigue  
Mixed views of the future 
Deriving improved relaxation and an 
ability to deal with worrisome thoughts 
through mindfulness  
Relaxing effects  
Reduced worrisome thoughts 
Not sustained 
Tentative improvements to mood, memory 
and relationships with others.  
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The programme became tedious and felt 
unsupportive  
Insufficient feedback provided 
Inactive role of participant 
Mindfulness is a potential solution for 
stroke survivors but clashes with the ethos 
of rehabilitation  
A potential solution  
Clashes with ethos of rehabilitation  
Participation required recognition of 
psychological distress  
Study involvement was generally acceptable. 
Largely appropriate measures. 
Requires recognition of psychological 
distress. 
Impaired cognition, confidence and safety 
fears were potential barriers to recruitment  
Safety fears with going online   
Reduced confidence and/or cognitive 
impairment may limit uptake. 
Suggestions to improve recruitment 
 
Context 
Both participants described their strokes as occurring “out the blue”. Both felt their strokes 
had been less severe compared to others however for one the stroke had triggered thoughts 
about their mortality:  
“my self-esteem is a bit damaged in as much as I’m not the same force that I used to 
be … maybe it’s because I’m getting closer and closer to death.” (P1)  
One described initially experiencing frequent panic attacks which abated with time and 
knowledge of “how to deal with them” (P2).  Post-stroke fatigue was shared by both – 
outlasting panic and was having a detrimental effect on the other participant’s ability to 
contribute to work. This participant was in receipt of occupational therapy for presumed 
cognitive impairment, had commenced medication for anxiety and had been referred on to 
clinical psychology but were on a waiting list at the time of interview.  
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Differing Views of the Future  
Participants differed in their views of the future. One was optimistic, having made a good 
recovery and returned to work. For the other the future was less bright: 
“What I’ve found since the stroke is that my future whatever that is seems rather 
 beyond my control. I mean I’ve always controlled my own destiny but now I 
feel as if that faculty – I’ve been robbed of it – and I just don’t feel as if I’m any 
longer in control.” (P1) 
Views of the Intervention  
P1 had a clear recollection of the intervention, for the other it was more vague. Both 
described the course presenters as rather dull and “not terribly dynamic” (P1). The course 
“became quite tedious” (P1) and “sometimes I’d zone out” (P2). A key drawback was the 
lack of feedback or individualised support from bemindfulonline. The relationship was “very 
much a one-way relationship” (P1). P1 noted the lack of assurance they were ‘doing it 
correctly’ - 
 “there was nothing that was difficult about any of it, meditation, but you never really 
know if you’re doing it properly or not because it takes such a long time to actually 
give you the feedback of actually feeling better or being more mindful or whatever.” 
(P1) 
Certain concepts from the course such as a breathing out a headache like a whale’s blowhole 
were interesting. A number of practices were recounted as examples of when they called on 
mindfulness techniques in daily life such as brief breathing exercises, going to a secret place 
at times of stress, being mindful of the moment, mindful walking and sleep meditations. One 
had used mindful meditation “to deal with the panic” but only “when absolutely necessary” 
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(P2) and with the frequency of panic attacks falling, as had the frequency of their mindful 
meditation. Other concepts, such as filtering thoughts through a sand timer, were less 
relatable. Although they were not required to monitor amount of home practice, neither were 
still practising daily.  
Neither participant felt the intervention had a beneficial effect on their fatigue. However, 
having had a stroke did not appear to interfere with their ability to complete the course - 
“I don’t think the stroke had any detrimental effect on the completion of the course. 
Could it help? Yes, it could help.” (P1) 
Finding the time to complete the practises was hard for both participants. Email reminders 
were helpful. One participant completed the course just before bed. Another described feeling 
guilty taking time out of the working day to practice. In some ways it offered an excuse to get 
away from the ‘rigmarole of life’ but required them to prioritise practice and actively 
remember to do it. The contrast between active rehabilitation and more inactive mindfulness 
practice was highlighted: 
“this feeling of malingering … I mean if it’s a physical thing where you can go into 
the gym and do your press ups and things like that at least you then seem to be 
working towards resolving the issue but with meditating it doesn’t seem like you’re 
doing very much at all.” (P1)  
‘Relaxing’ Effects of the Intervention  
Both participants felt the intervention left them feeling more relaxed which helped with their 
ability to deal with worrisome thoughts. It offered a new means of achieving relief, and 
breaking old patterns:  
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“It’s forced relaxation you wouldn’t normally do … You can use it in a number of 
ways and circumstances … actually nothing else offers the same opportunity.” (P1) 
“you just let yourself loose – you let yourself go – I think it helped, it helped in that 
sense … Just check myself to think there’s nothing I can do to help this situation so 
why worry.” (P2) 
Ruminative thinking was described by both participants in a range of ways – thinking a lot 
about the future or the past, becoming more nostalgic, feeling less in control or struggling to 
empty one’s mind. Mindfulness provided an opportunity to disengage from it: 
 “I was able to adjust you know, block things out” (P2) 
“Well it’s sort of taught me to chill out. Because the thoughts are going round in my 
head – you know eventually I think that’s a lot of thoughts, better stop.” (P2) 
Although mindfulness was not always able to stop ruminative thinking, it offered a different 
means of helping:     
 “I still find that difficult to do but I sort of know how now” (P2) 
One participant described how mindfulness had impacted positively on their mood and 
demeanour. Other changes noted by the participants included improved memory, by 
becoming more observant and having fewer angry outbursts.  
“I think it helped me to relax and that probably helped with relationships with other 
people” (P2) 
Sometimes the effects were not immediately apparent however: positive effects were only 
tentatively raised (it did not appear to help one participant’s mood, and only ‘may have’ 
helped anxiety):  
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“just the same as the happy pills don’t necessarily have you tripping around on cloud 
nine.” (P1)  
Participation, Feasibility and Acceptability  
Neither participant raised any substantive issues with participation. For P1 it was a “pleasant 
surprise” to have been invited to take part. They felt as if they had ‘fallen through the system’ 
and were left with little advice immediately post-stroke on how to manage. No suggestions of 
improvements were made to the recruiting or consenting process. Randomisation and the 
(eight week) wait was acceptable:  
“but any longer you have the possibility of people losing interest or… dropping out” 
(P1).  
Outcome measures were generally acceptable, “easy to complete… pretty self-evident and 
easy to do” (P.1) although certain questions around mobility felt redundant, as neither had 
mobility issues. Both wished for better reporting of their progress, or changes to their scores.  
A question around sexuality was deemed as likely to be avoided by other respondents. It was 
felt those with more substantial cognitive or physical difficulties would find online 
questionnaire completion harder. One participant suggested a group-based intervention, 
facilitated by an expert in stroke would be more beneficial (“it could turn people around.” 
P1). This could provide assurance one was practising mindfulness ‘correctly’, specify 
exercises more specific to stroke-survivors and provide opportunities to discuss difficulties. 
Measuring cognitive functioning was also suggested by one participant.  
Both felt participation was worthwhile and with increasing numbers of younger stroke-
survivors:  
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“I suppose with the older generation they wouldn’t have access to a computer, or they 
wouldn’t know how to use it. But because stroke victims are younger these days, you 
know, more could be gained from this study – cos they actually use … computers.” 
(P2)  
And despite potential difficulties for working-aged adults finding the time to practice, it was 
deemed overall a potentially useful endeavour:  
“I think that mindfulness is a solution, I think it very definitely is a solution to a lot of 
problems. And if you can get the time and the discipline to do it, I believe it can solve 
an awful lot of problems. Particularly stroke problems.” (P1)  
Acceptability Ratings  
Participants rated the ease, relevance, enjoyableness and acceptability of the intervention and 
their involvement in the study on a 10-point Likert scale with 10 ‘the most’ and 0 ‘the least’ 
(see Table 7 below). 
Table 7. Likert Scale Ratings of Acceptability, Ease, Relevance and Enjoyment 
Domain Participant 1 Participant 2 
Ease  
Relevance 
Enjoyableness 
Acceptability 
10 
7 
5 
“perfectly acceptable” 
6 
6 
4 
6 
 
Recruiter’s View of the Intervention  
The stroke nurse was welcoming of any research in stroke and agreed there was a need for 
psychological and emotional support post stroke. Mindfulness could be useful for those with 
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“stress type issues” and such an intervention fits well with self-management and patient-
empowerment ethos of rehabilitation. However potential obstacles for such an intervention 
included fears around the safety of going online for older adults, and stroke-related cognitive 
impairment:  
 “some older people sort of get worried about the internet don’t they.”  
“because of their stroke impairment they’ve either lost the confidence a bit to do or 
they can’t concentrate on it because of the cognitive changes. They just might with the 
best will in the world find it difficult to use an online tool.”  
Further motivating themselves to learn a new skill while, “trying to recapture lost ones too” 
may have been a barrier to participation:  
 “because it was, sort of yet another thing to do” 
“very often people want to work particularly on their physical goals without really 
appreciating I guess that if you get your psychology bit right you’re more likely to do 
better.” 
Recruiting Participants 
The stoke specialist nurse felt confident introducing the topic but kept the amount of 
information explained about the intervention conveyed to a minimum. The length of the 
review appointment may have been a barrier as with much to cover, patients may have been 
fatigued and therefore less receptive to participation, particularly those who did not know 
much about mindfulness before.  
Those who were successfully recruited had prior experience of mindfulness, shorter reviews 
and were “very up for recognising [they] needed some extra support”. For others, particularly 
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for older people, recognising their psychological needs may have been difficult and not their 
“priority at that time”: 
“perhaps they don’t want to admit to themselves even that actually they could do with 
this.”   
Further, older adults were perceived as less willing to be accepting of an online intervention, 
whereas for the ‘young-old’ who were more used to computers, we may have had more 
success:   
“in another 10 years, 15 years or whatever time you could see if you were to recruit 
the same thing again you might have quite different results.”  
DISCUSSION 
In this study we assessed the feasibility of a waitlist RCT to test the effectiveness of a 
mindfulness-based intervention for stroke patients.  Based on the evidence presented, it 
would appear such an RCT is not feasible in its current form.  
Fewer patients were offered the intervention than anticipated. However, despite assessing 
thirty-six patients for eligibility over an eight-month period, only two participants were 
recruited into the trial. The intervention and trial procedures were generally acceptable to 
those who took part but our very low recruitment rate suggests revisions need to be made to 
the study design and target population before attempting a larger scale RCT.  
Possible reasons for our low recruitment rate include: 1) inappropriate recruitment methods; 
2) the concept and (online mode of) delivery of the intervention; 3) the waitlist control 
element of the design, and 4) when patients were approached in their recovery from stroke.  
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The role of the stroke nurse in initially introducing the study to potential participants may 
have been a barrier to greater uptake with a relatively large number (18) deemed ineligible or 
declining involvement at the initial approach stage. The stroke nurse’s own beliefs about who 
may, or may not, benefit from or be capable of undertaking an online mindfulness 
intervention may have unintentionally reduced the numbers of potential participants who 
were given further information about the study.  
Our inability to recruit a second site within the available timeframe has meant we were 
unable to assess site-specific factors however unfilled clinics and the very small number of 
participants (nine) who met with the researcher after their stroke review may also be 
responsible our poor uptake. Given the numbers approached who subsequently did not take 
part in the study, there remain concerns about the likely attractiveness of this kind of 
intervention to those in our target population. Reasons for declining involvement in the study 
were however able to be collated. Many cited cognitive impairment and lack of access to, or 
low confidence with, computers. It is notable however that three individuals contacted the 
researcher after seeing the study registered online implying there are stroke-survivors who are 
actively looking for additional support who have the means of accessing online interventions.  
The participant information sheet, concept, as well as delivery of the intervention may have 
been off-putting, although as we were unable to analyse in depth the responses of those who 
declined involvement in the study, this is difficult to substantiate. Fears around online safety 
were raised by our recruiter as potential concerns held by older adults.  
A recent study investigating the acceptability of MBIs from the perspective of stroke 
survivors and their caregivers, published since the present study commenced, Jani et al. [110] 
reports that participants expressed reservations about the duration of the sessions, suggesting 
a preference for shorter sessions. Bemindfulonline.com describes itself as a 10-week 
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intervention. After attending a taster-session the majority (26) of their participants thought 
mindfulness could be useful to them, while one thought it would not, and two were ‘unsure’. 
Some found it challenging to maintain focus and concentration. Their views on the timing of 
the session in their recovery from stroke varied with some suggesting a more pressing need 
for physical rehabilitation to be addressed first, despite being recruited in a non-clinical 
setting. When considered along with the findings from interview with our recruiter, a stroke 
specialist nurse, the difference in approaches between mindfulness, and its non-judgemental, 
accepting, non-reacting stance appear to contrast with the ethos of rehabilitation in stroke 
recovery where stroke survivors are ‘desperately’ trying to ‘recapture’ old skills, and actively 
improve their impaired cognition and physical abilities. This may be particularly relevant to 
those six-months post-stroke, attending the stroke review appointment.  
The lack of personal contact and feedback on progress was bemoaned by both our 
participants at interview. Mindful inquiry, following mindfulness practices is a key element 
of group-based MBSR and MBCT to link direct experience to the wider context, i.e. how the 
learning might apply to future experiences of difficulty. Participants in Jani et al. [110] point 
to the positives of a group environment as a source of motivation and support with 
uncertainty about doing mindfulness techniques ‘correctly’. However, impairment from 
stroke and travel distance involved were perceived as potential barriers to future MBSR 
participation raising questions about what type of intervention and its mode of delivery are 
best suited to such a population. Similar barriers – time and travel - were reported by 
Schoultz et al. [111] investigating MBCT for inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) suggesting 
this is not simply a stroke-only issue.  
It would seem that the jury is still out on whether mindfulness interventions can be delivered 
successfully online. Despite Johansson et al. [39] reporting favourable effects of an online 
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delivered MBI via adobe connect, meaning participants still had a sense of belonging to a 
group as they were able to ‘chat’ following practises, a number (seven) of their participants 
opted to join the face-to-face MBSR arm owing to difficulties using a computer for long 
periods. As both our participants had been introduced to mindfulness before, and were 
computer literate, they were likely to be more sympathetic to the study’s aims and held more 
favourable attitudes to the concept of mindfulness delivered online.   
It was anticipated recruiting from a non-clinical population (such as via TalkStroke, an online 
forum, or Stroke Association support groups as Jani et al. [110] did) may have led to greater 
rates of recruitment. However, this study was designed to test the feasibility of an online 
mindfulness intervention in a clinical setting as patients’ presentations at a 6-month review 
was felt to more accurately reflect the needs and abilities of stroke survivors once medical 
needs had stabilised, allowing for psychological difficulties to be identified. Substantial 
changes will need to be made when considering the setting and training delivered to an 
outside recruiter in future studies, and consideration given to the time at which patients are 
approached in their recovery from stroke. Literature in this area varies with higher rates of 
depression reported in the early period following stroke [1, 112] but higher rates of anxiety 
reported at 6-months compared to 1-month post-stroke [2]. Both are potential barriers to 
participation in MBIs [110, 113]. West et al. [114] suggests a single assessment of 
psychological status is inadequate, and raises that in cases of severe depression, the majority 
had persistent symptoms before their stroke, a consideration often omitted from prevalence 
rate data. Data from the stroke nurse and reported prevalence rates indicate there is unmet-
psychological needs in stroke survivors and this is typically identified at 6-month review but 
the time at which we approached patients may have been inappropriate for some.  
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Acceptability and Feasibility 
Evidence here is mixed with a very low recruitment rate, yet favourable qualitative findings 
from participants who did complete the intervention regarding the trial design. Both 
completed the entire intervention, randomisation was tolerated and follow up was feasible at 
1- and 3-months. The intervention was deemed acceptable for stroke survivors and could be 
delivered as planned however time taken to complete the intervention itself varied from 1 to 3 
months. 
Owing to the very low numbers recruited, it was not possible to perform any preliminary 
investigation as to the role of group (condition), ascertain the variance associated with any 
effect sizes to inform future sample size calculations or explore the MCID (Minimal 
Clinically Important Difference) of the stroke specific measures used.  
Evidence of Harm 
Although no adverse events occurred, one participant began antidepressant medication during 
the waitlist phase. Following involvement in the study they had been independently referred 
onto psychological therapy and placed on a waiting list. Interview data also inferred they had 
been unable to return to work and were in receipt of occupational therapy.  
Analysis of outcome measures suggests where scores deteriorated it was clinically 
insignificant. Some scores improved, such as depression and perseverative thinking for one 
participant but not the other (whose scores were subclinical at baseline), as well as for certain 
mindfulness facets and quality of life scores.  
Strengths 
This study was the first to date to investigate the feasibility of an empirically supported MBI 
in a clinical stroke population. Recruitment in an NHS context, where although yielding a 
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low uptake, may reflect more accurately stroke survivors’ needs and abilities, and thus is 
highly representative of what would be done in a larger scale trial or routine treatment. 
Unlike a non-clinical population in which participants may be biased towards an 
intervention’s success, a criticism of Golding et al. [9] whose participants could be assumed 
to be actively seeking psychological support, this study’s ability to target a ‘real’ clinical 
population is a strength of its design.  
Participation in the study was felt to be linked to an unmet (psychological) need, not simply 
altruistic reasons. Further, this study was able to employ a waitlist RCT design. Although 
numbers recruited were low, the study protocol was able to be followed as planned. Longer 
term follow-up at one and three-months post-intervention was achieved. Multiple methods 
were employed in data-collection and data-analysis relating to the feasibility and 
acceptability of the trial. Reasons for non-participation were able to be captured.  
Limitations  
Our planned recruitment did not reach the minimum number recommended for a pilot or 
feasibility study. Further our sample was fairly homogeneous and both participants had prior 
experience of mindfulness training. Unlike a larger scale, funded feasibility study we were 
only able to operate with one recruiter, in one site. Attempts to secure a second site, as is 
good practice in feasibility studies, were unsuccessful in the limited timescale available.  
Our participant throughput and interview data suggest there may have been some uncertainty 
about how the stroke nurse assessed eligibility in some cases. The stroke nurse may have 
assumed more patients would be ineligible, or unable to complete the intervention than were 
potentially able. Such assumptions would need to be addressed before considering a larger 
scale RCT.  
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The hour-long stroke review appointment itself may have been a barrier to participation. 
‘Information overload’ and fatigue may have prevented other patients from having the 
opportunity to fully consider involvement in the study. A more active follow-up, e.g. by 
phone-call with the researcher may have yielded greater uptake. 
Finally, the lack of expert patient involvement may have impeded our study’s ability to 
achieve its aims and objectives. Consultation with expert clinicians and researchers in the 
field was held during the trial planning stage but input from stroke survivors may have 
indicated possible issues with our design ahead of time. As before however, it is unclear 
whether site-specific factors or issues with the intervention itself were chiefly responsible for 
its poor uptake.  
Implications – Theoretical 
The proposed mechanism by which mindfulness exerts in beneficial effect has yet to be 
confirmed and is beyond the scope of this research project. Implications from our findings 
provide some preliminary support for certain facets of mindfulness being positively 
influenced by the online programme suggests future interventions designed to target only 
these facets may offer an effective means of streamlining the typically long (8-week) duration 
of most MBIs.  
The role of mindfulness in reducing perseverative thinking has been demonstrated in other 
populations [115, 116, 47] but this was the first preliminary extension of this enquiry in 
stroke-survivors. Both participants described experiencing an increase in perseverative 
thinking following their strokes and suggested that mindfulness had provided them with a 
means of reducing it. With evidence of clinical change maintained at 3-month follow up in 
reduced perseverative thinking scores for one participant, its role may be longer-lasting than 
for other therapeutic modalities.  
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Feeling more relaxed, a salient finding for both participants reported at interview, may have 
preceded their ability to notice excessive thoughts and ‘block them out’ which could 
hypothetically have been achieved through improved ‘acting with awareness’ - improved 
awareness of thoughts and feelings. Such implications however be interpreted with caution 
owing to the very low numbers of participants.  
Implications – Clinical  
Mindfulness, although prevalent in popular wellbeing, is only beginning to be investigated in 
clinical health populations. It is removed from traditional psychological ‘talking therapies’ 
and requires participants to take on a wholly different ‘approach to life’ [117] (p.271), 
encouraging ‘being with’ distress – rather than trying to amend or challenge it. Mindfulness 
invites one to be more observing, less judgemental and more comfortable with ‘not doing’. 
This may provide a better ‘fit’ with the longer-lasting physical and emotional effects of stroke 
which cannot be readily ‘changed’ or improved. It would appear/seem from this study 
however that the concept of mindfulness was unpopular with stroke survivors who are 
typically older and may be substantially physically and cognitively disabled, and its online 
mode of delivery off-putting to many. Mindfulness may be the very antithesis of the form of 
support they are seeking at six-months post-event.  
Our improvements in measures of Stroke-Specific Quality of Life suggests mindfulness 
interventions may have a favourable effect on a broader range of domains than simply the 
psychological for the two participants tested. However, with such a small number, and no 
controlled comparison, such results are unlikely to be indicative of any substantial gains to 
quality of life resulting from an MBI.  Unlike previous studies demonstrating a favourable 
effect of mindfulness for post-stroke fatigue [38, 39] neither participant felt this intervention 
substantially improved their fatigue, and for the participant who initially experienced panic, 
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the effect of time and knowledge of what to do was deemed chiefly responsible for its 
improvement.  
Mindfulness may be contra-indicated by other psychological difficulties such as major 
depressive disorder and traumatic stress [118]. Mindfulness may increase negative 
rumination, panic and anxiety [119]. Rumination and worry have conversely been found to 
predict disengagement in online mindfulness [113]. In extreme cases, depersonalisation, 
mania and psychotic symptoms have been reported [120, 121, 122]. Although more likely to 
follow prolonged periods of meditations such as on a silent retreat, there is nevertheless 
emerging literature of the ‘darker side’ of mindfulness [123]. Mindfulness experts stress 
however that providing an intervention is designed and delivered by a mindfulness expert and 
started in a low-intensity format, as with bemindfulonline.com, it presents little danger.  
Implications – Service Design and Delivery  
The potential for online mindfulness to provide an effective means of reducing psychological 
difficulties post-stroke has implications in service design and delivery. The cost of online 
mindfulness is low compared to group or individually-delivered interventions. It requires 
minimal screening and could be used alongside the stepped care model. Uptake and 
engagement of digital self-help interventions for depression and anxiety have however been 
found to vary widely [124]. Recruitment rates from our study suggest assumptions from staff, 
as well as prospective patients may limit uptake of novel interventions. Online mindfulness 
may nevertheless be a useful starting point while patients wait for individualised support. 
Additionally, it offers a non-medicalising and empowering approach, in line with the self-
management ethos of rehabilitation and preventative aim of steps 1 and 2 of the stepped care 
model. With post-stroke emotional difficulties likely to fluctuate over time, mindfulness as a 
self-taught and self-practised strategy may provide enhanced utility. Our interview data 
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indicated post-stroke difficulties do indeed vary over time and are influenced by employment 
status, engagement with rehabilitation and appraisal of stroke severity.  
Both participants in this study were familiar with computers, and were working at the time of 
their strokes and with a mean age of 63, were relatively young compared to the average ages 
of first stroke in England – 74 for men and 80 for women [125]. The mean age of first-stroke 
is however reducing, with the proportion of first-time strokes suffered by 40 to 69-year-olds 
rising from 33% to 38% between 2007 and 2016 [126]. This has implications for the future 
population of stroke-survivors who are more likely to be younger, and presumably with the 
patterns seen in internet use, more computer-savvy and for whom this type of intervention 
may be beneficial.  
Future Research  
Future research would benefit from redesign with regards to recruitment methods, setting, 
mode of intervention and target population.  
Although it is tempting to suggest recruiting from a non-clinical population may result in 
greater uptake, engagement with other healthcare professionals working in stroke may offer 
additional avenues. For example, speech and language therapists and physiotherapists are 
also likely to meet stroke-survivors experiencing psychological difficulties. Mailouts to 
previously seen patients could be used enabling the role of time since stroke to be explored.  
A group-based intervention may allow for a more supportive environment however issues 
around transportation and facilitation would need to be considered. Investigating a MBI’s 
utility on cognitive function and service utilisation may also be useful avenues of further 
study and means of providing additional data with which to establish efficacy and cost-
effectiveness.  
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Streamlining online mindfulness to reduce the length of intervention and incorporating 
stroke-specific tools and techniques may offer a more optimised approach however adapted 
interventions should be designed by service-users alongside experts in stroke and 
mindfulness. Additionally, an app-based rather than a web-based programme may be more 
acceptable to participants. A greater understanding of when best to offer such an intervention 
in light of outstanding physical rehabilitation needs is also needed.  
Despite overall acceptability of the outcome measures used, the effect of our intervention was 
not investigated on our secondary outcome measures (perseverative thinking, quality of life, 
mindfulness and health status) as it was felt the time taken to complete these measures would 
be too onerous. Rumination, as measured by the PTQ has also come under criticism with 
accumulating evidence not all forms of recurrent thinking are dysfunctional [127, 128]. 
Amount of practice was not measured and participants were not monitored during the course 
of the intervention. This may have led to deeper engagement with the course. Future research 
may wish to address these issues.  
Conclusion  
Our very low recruitment rate suggests that mindfulness may be unwelcome to stroke-
survivors, and an online intervention inaccessible for many. This study indicates a larger 
scale, definitive RCT investigating MBIs for stroke-related psychological difficulties in the 
present form is not currently feasible. Subsequent studies may wish to explore the role of 
time since stroke, and examine the implications of using a healthcare professional when 
introducing the study to patients.  
Survivors of stroke are a group traditionally underrepresented in research and for whom there 
is limited support for effective interventions in post-stroke psychological difficulties, despite 
their high prevalence rates and adverse impact on rehabilitation. Ameliorating psychological 
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difficulties not only promotes wellbeing but has implications in subsequent service 
utilisation. Finding alternative successful and effective interventions for stroke-related 
psychological difficulties is warranted.  
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Appendix One - CONSORT 2010 STATEMENT: EXTENSION TO 
RANDOMISED PILOT AND FEASIBILITY TRIALS 
Eldridge, S. M., Chan, C. L., Campbell, M. J., Bond, C. M., Hopewell, S., 
Thabane, L., & Lancaster, G. A. (2016). CONSORT 2010 Statement: Extension to 
Randomised Pilot and Feasibility Trials. Pilot and feasibility studies, 2(1), 64 / 
BMJ 2016;355:i5239  
 
Table 2  
CONSORT checklist of information to include when reporting a pilot trial 
Section/topic and 
item No 
Standard checklist item Extension for pilot trials 
 1a 
Identification as a randomised 
trial in the title 
Identification as a pilot or 
feasibility randomised trial in the 
title 
 1b 
Structured summary of trial 
design, methods, results, and 
conclusions (for specific 
guidance see CONSORT for 
abstracts) 
Structured summary of pilot trial 
design, methods, results, and 
conclusions (for specific 
guidance see CONSORT 
abstract extension for pilot trials) 
Background and 
objectives: 
  
 2a 
Scientific background and 
explanation of rationale 
Scientific background and 
explanation of rationale for 
future definitive trial, and 
reasons for randomised pilot trial 
 2b 
Specific objectives or 
hypotheses 
Specific objectives or research 
questions for pilot trial 
Trial design:   
 3a 
Description of trial design (such 
as parallel, factorial) including 
allocation ratio 
Description of pilot trial design 
(such as parallel, factorial) 
including allocation ratio 
 3b 
Important changes to methods 
after trial commencement (such 
as eligibility criteria), with 
reasons 
Important changes to methods 
after pilot trial commencement 
(such as eligibility criteria), with 
reasons 
Participants:   
 4a 
Eligibility criteria for 
participants 
 
 4b 
Settings and locations where the 
data were collected 
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Section/topic and 
item No 
Standard checklist item Extension for pilot trials 
 4c  
How participants were identified 
and consented 
Interventions:   
 5 
The interventions for each 
group with sufficient details to 
allow replication, including how 
and when they were actually 
administered 
 
Outcomes:   
 6a 
Completely defined prespecified 
primary and secondary outcome 
measures, including how and 
when they were assessed 
Completely defined prespecified 
assessments or measurements to 
address each pilot trial objective 
specified in 2b, including how 
and when they were assessed 
 6b 
Any changes to trial outcomes 
after the trial commenced, with 
reasons 
Any changes to pilot trial 
assessments or measurements 
after the pilot trial commenced, 
with reasons 
 6c  
If applicable, prespecified 
criteria used to judge whether, or 
how, to proceed with future 
definitive trial 
Sample size:   
 7a 
How sample size was 
determined 
Rationale for numbers in the 
pilot trial 
 7b 
When applicable, explanation of 
any interim analyses and 
stopping guidelines 
 
Randomisation:   
Sequence 
generation: 
  
 8a 
Method used to generate the 
random allocation sequence 
 
 8b 
Type of randomisation; details 
of any restriction (such as 
blocking and block size) 
Type of randomisation(s); details 
of any restriction (such as 
blocking and block size) 
Allocation 
concealment 
mechanism: 
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Section/topic and 
item No 
Standard checklist item Extension for pilot trials 
 9 
Mechanism used to implement 
the random allocation sequence 
(such as sequentially numbered 
containers), describing any steps 
taken to conceal the sequence 
until interventions were 
assigned 
 
 Implementation:   
 10 
Who generated the random 
allocation sequence, enrolled 
participants, and assigned 
participants to interventions 
 
Blinding:   
 11a 
If done, who was blinded after 
assignment to interventions (eg, 
participants, care providers, 
those assessing outcomes) and 
how 
 
 11b 
If relevant, description of the 
similarity of interventions 
 
Analytical methods:   
 12a 
Statistical methods used to 
compare groups for primary and 
secondary outcomes 
Methods used to address each 
pilot trial objective whether 
qualitative or quantitative 
 12b 
Methods for additional analyses, 
such as subgroup analyses and 
adjusted analyses 
Not applicable 
Participant flow (a 
diagram is strongly 
recommended): 
  
 13a 
For each group, the numbers of 
participants who were randomly 
assigned, received intended 
treatment, and were analysed for 
the primary outcome 
For each group, the numbers of 
participants who were 
approached and/or assessed for 
eligibility, randomly assigned, 
received intended treatment, and 
were assessed for each objective 
 13b 
For each group, losses and 
exclusions after randomisation, 
together with reasons 
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Section/topic and 
item No 
Standard checklist item Extension for pilot trials 
Recruitment:   
 14a 
Dates defining the periods of 
recruitment and follow-up 
 
 14b 
Why the trial ended or was 
stopped 
Why the pilot trial ended or was 
stopped 
Baseline data:   
 15 
A table showing baseline 
demographic and clinical 
characteristics for each group 
 
Numbers analysed:   
 16 
For each group, number of 
participants (denominator) 
included in each analysis and 
whether the analysis was by 
original assigned groups 
For each objective, number of 
participants (denominator) 
included in each analysis. If 
relevant, these numbers should 
be by randomised group 
Outcomes and 
estimation: 
  
 17a 
For each primary and secondary 
outcome, results for each group, 
and the estimated effect size and 
its precision (such as 95% 
confidence interval) 
For each objective, results 
including expressions of 
uncertainty (such as 95% 
confidence interval) for any 
estimates. If relevant, these 
results should be by randomised 
group 
 17b 
For binary outcomes, 
presentation of both absolute 
and relative effect sizes is 
recommended 
Not applicable 
Ancillary analyses:   
 18 
Results of any other analyses 
performed, including subgroup 
analyses and adjusted analyses, 
distinguishing prespecified from 
exploratory 
Results of any other analyses 
performed that could be used to 
inform the future definitive trial 
Harms:   
 19 
All important harms or 
unintended effects in each group 
(for specific guidance see 
CONSORT for harms) 
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Section/topic and 
item No 
Standard checklist item Extension for pilot trials 
 19a  
If relevant, other important 
unintended consequences 
Limitations:   
 20 
Trial limitations, addressing 
sources of potential bias, 
imprecision, and, if relevant, 
multiplicity of analyses 
Pilot trial limitations, addressing 
sources of potential bias and 
remaining uncertainty about 
feasibility 
Generalisability:   
 21 
Generalisability (external 
validity, applicability) of the 
trial findings 
Generalisability (applicability) 
of pilot trial methods and 
findings to future definitive trial 
and other studies 
Interpretation:   
 22 
Interpretation consistent with 
results, balancing benefits and 
harms, and considering other 
relevant evidence 
Interpretation consistent with 
pilot trial objectives and 
findings, balancing potential 
benefits and harms, and 
considering other relevant 
evidence 
 22a  
Implications for progression 
from pilot to future definitive 
trial, including any proposed 
amendments 
Registration:   
 23 
Registration number and name 
of trial registry 
Registration number for pilot 
trial and name of trial registry 
Protocol:   
 24 
Where the full trial protocol can 
be accessed, if available 
Where the pilot trial protocol can 
be accessed, if available 
Funding:   
 25 
Sources of funding and other 
support (such as supply of 
drugs), role of funders 
 
 26  
Ethical approval or approval by 
research review committee, 
confirmed with reference 
number 
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Table 3  
Extension of CONSORT for abstracts for reporting pilot trials 
Item Standard checklist item Extension for pilot trials 
Title 
Identification of study as 
randomised 
Identification of study as 
randomised pilot or feasibility 
trial 
Trial design 
Description of the trial design (eg, 
parallel, cluster, non-inferiority) 
Description of pilot trial design 
(eg, parallel, cluster) 
Methods:   
 Participants 
Eligibility criteria for participants 
and the settings where the data 
were collected 
Eligibility criteria for participants 
and the settings where the pilot 
trial was conducted 
 Interventions 
Interventions intended for each 
group 
 
 Objective Specific objective or hypothesis 
Specific objectives of the pilot 
trial 
 Outcome 
Clearly defined primary outcome 
for this report 
Prespecified assessment or 
measurement to address the pilot 
trial objectives* 
 
Randomisation 
How participants were allocated to 
interventions 
 
 Blinding 
(masking) 
Whether or not participants, 
caregivers, and those assessing the 
outcomes were blinded to group 
assignment 
 
Results:   
 Numbers 
randomised 
Number of participants randomised 
to each group 
Number of participants screened 
and randomised to each group for 
the pilot trial objectives* 
 Recruitment Trial status†  
 Numbers 
analysed 
Number of participants analysed in 
each group 
Number of participants analysed 
in each group for the pilot 
objectives* 
 Outcome 
For the primary outcome, a result 
for each group and the estimated 
effect size and its precision 
Results for the pilot objectives, 
including any expressions of 
uncertainty* 
 Harms 
Important adverse events or side 
effects 
 
 Conclusions General interpretation of the results 
General interpretation of the 
results of pilot trial and their 
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Item Standard checklist item Extension for pilot trials 
implications for the future 
definitive trial 
 Trial 
registration 
Registration number and name of 
trial register 
Registration number for pilot 
trial and name of trial register 
 Funding Source of funding Source of funding for pilot trial 
*Space permitting, list all pilot trial objectives and give the results for each. Otherwise, 
report those that are a priori agreed as the most important to the decision to proceed with 
the future definitive RCT. 
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Appendix Two - Confirmation of NHS Health Research Authority London – Westminster 
Research Ethics Committee (REC) - Favourable Ethical Opinion  
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Appendix 3 - Participant Information Sheet  
 
INFORMATION SHEET FOR PARTICIPANTS  
Version 2 13/4/17 
Title of Study: The Feasibility of Online Mindfulness for Stroke Sufferers 
IRAS Project ID: 211217  
NHS REC Ref: 17/LO/0546  
University of Surrey Ref: SPON/2017/03/FHMS  
 
My name is Victoria Singh. I would like to invite you to take part in a research 
project I am undertaking as part of my Doctorate in Clinical Psychology at the 
University of Surrey. You should only participate if you want to; choosing not to 
take part will not disadvantage you in any way. Before you decide whether you 
want to take part, it is important for you to understand why the research is being 
done and what your participation will involve.  
Please take time to read the following information carefully and discuss it with 
others if you wish. Ask me if there is anything that is not clear or if you would 
like more information.  
What is the purpose of the study? 
This study seeks to evaluate an instructor-led online mindfulness course for 
survivors of stroke. We want to assess whether it can help with some of the 
emotional changes that are common after a stroke. As it is a novel intervention 
and has not been tested before in survivors of stroke we want to find out whether 
it is feasible to use and how helpful it is. 
Why have I been invited to take part in the study? 
You have been invited to take part in the study as you have suffered a stroke and 
are being followed up by a stroke specialist nurse. Everyone being followed up 
after their stroke is being asked if they would like to take part. Only those who 
have access to the internet and an email address are able to take part.  
Do I have to take part? 
Participation is voluntary. You do not have to take part. There will be no adverse 
consequences in terms of your care or treatment if you decide not to participate. If 
you do, participation in the study will not influence the usual care and treatment 
you receive. You can withdraw at any time without giving a reason. If you decide 
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to take part but later decide you want to withdraw from the study you can do so. 
You will also have the opportunity to withdraw any information you have 
supplied up to the point of writing up the research for submission to the 
University of Surrey for marking (March 2018) after which point it will be 
impossible to identify your data.   
What is Mindfulness? 
Mindfulness is a way of paying attention to the present moment, using techniques 
like meditation and breathing. It helps us become more aware of our thoughts and 
feelings so that, instead of being overwhelmed by them, we’re better able to 
manage them. Mindfulness can help improve mental wellbeing.  
What will my involvement require? 
If you decide to take part you will be given this information sheet to keep and will 
be asked to sign a consent form.  You will then be asked some questions by the 
researcher about when you had your stroke and whether you have or are currently 
receiving psychological support or mindfulness training.  
You will be asked to complete a number of questionnaires online before starting 
the mindfulness course. These will take approximately 15-20 minutes. The link to 
these will be emailed to you.  
Online Mindfulness Course 
The online mindfulness course requires you to log in on your home PC, tablet or 
phone to complete 10 interactive sessions of online mindfulness training, at your 
own pace. The course takes a minimum of four weeks to complete and is expected 
to take you approximately two hours per week.  
Most people complete the course within six to eight weeks. Sessions are delivered 
by audio and visual clips of two trained mindfulness instructors who will take you 
through, week by week, a range of mindfulness-based exercises. You will be 
asked to practice one informal exercise in your own time, between sessions. The 
course also contains five guided meditation audio downloads. You will receive 
reminder emails if you have not logged into the system for a certain period of 
time. At the beginning and end of the 10-sessions you will be required to 
complete three questionnaires that are built in to the course.  
You will also be asked to complete the same initial questionnaires again at the 
end. These will take approximately 15-20 minutes.  
In order for us to see if there is a beneficial effect of doing the course we will 
randomly assign half the participants to begin the course straightaway, and the 
other half to wait 8 weeks before commencing the online mindfulness course.  
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Afterwards you may be invited to attend an interview with the researcher, 
Victoria, to discuss your experience of the mindfulness course, the study set-up 
and how acceptable or unacceptable you found it. This will last no longer than an 
hour and take place in a mutually convenient community location. The interview 
will be audio recorded with your consent and stored securely at the University of 
Surrey.  You will also receive a written transcript of what was said and have the 
opportunity to make corrections or clarifications. This will allow you to make 
changes if you think “I know I said that, but I meant this”.   
Finally, we will ask you to complete the online questionnaires 3 and 6-months 
after you complete the intervention. 
What are the possible disadvantages or risks of taking part? 
We do not expect there to be any risk associated with taking part in this research. 
If you find completing the questionnaires or taking part in the online mindfulness 
course distressing at any stage we would advise you to discontinue with the 
course and contact the researchers or any member of your stroke care team.  
The questionnaires we are asking you to complete will take some time to do at the 
beginning and end of the course. We have endeavoured to make them as a quick 
and easy as possible. We hope being able to complete them online will prevent 
them from being too time-consuming or inconvenient.  
What are the possible benefits of taking part? 
The aim of the study is to assess whether the online mindfulness intervention is 
beneficial. There is some evidence claiming online mindfulness may be beneficial 
to stroke-survivors but we cannot say whether you will benefit from it or not at 
this stage.   
It is hoped the information you provide will tell us whether it could help other 
stroke survivors.  We also hope to find out whether such an intervention is 
accessible to survivors of stroke. If it is beneficial the intervention may be rolled 
out to support greater numbers of stroke survivors in the future.  
You will be provided with your responses to the questionnaires at the beginning 
and end of the online course.   
Will my taking part in the study be kept confidential? 
Yes. All the information you give will be anonymised so those analysing and 
reading the report of the research will not know who has contributed to it. 
Personal data will be handled securely, in accordance with the Data Protection 
Act (1998) and only the research team will have access to it. Research data will be 
securely and anonymously stored at the University of Surrey for a minimum of 10 
years in line with university policy.  
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However if you disclose that you or someone else is at risk of harm of hurting 
themselves or other people then the researcher may need to report this to the 
clinicians involved in your care or another appropriate authority. This would 
usually be discussed with you first. 
Who has reviewed the project?  
This study has been reviewed and received a favourable ethical opinion from 
London Westminster Research Ethics Committee, and the University of Surrey 
Faculty of Health and Medical Sciences.  
What will happen to the results of the study? 
The results of this study will be written up as part of a doctoral thesis. They may 
also be published in scientific journals. No personally-identifiable information 
will be published. Direct quotes may be used when writing up the results of the 
interviews but these will be anonymised and steps taken to ensure these are non-
identifiable. 
Contact details of researcher: 
Victoria Singh, Trainee Clinical Psychologist 
Email: v.singh@surrey.ac.uk  
Telephone: 079…. 
Address: School of Psychology, Faculty of Health and Medical Sciences (FHMS), 
University of Surrey, Guildford, GU2 7XH 
 
What if there is a problem? 
If you have any concern, question or complaint about any aspect of how you have 
been dealt with or what you have been asked to do during the course of the study, 
please contact the researcher Victoria Singh via email v.singh@surrey.ac.uk or by 
phone on 07934 658 839.  
You may also contact: 
Professor Chris Fife-Schaw, 
Research Supervisor 
E-mail: c.fife-schaw@surrey.ac.uk 
Phone: 01483 68 6873 
Dr Dawn Querstret, Co-Supervisor Email: dawn.querstret@surrey.ac.uk 
Phone: Work: 01483 68 9438 
Professor Mark Cropley, Head of 
School of Psychology 
E-mail: mark.cropley@surrey.ac.uk 
Phone: 01483 68 6928  
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The University has in force the relevant insurance policies which apply to this 
study.  In addition, the Sponsor has made arrangements, in the event of harm 
where no legal liability arises, for “non-negligent harm” claims. If you wish to 
complain, or have any concerns about any aspect of the way you have been 
treated during the course of this study then you should follow the instructions 
given above. 
 
Thank you for reading this information sheet and for considering taking part 
in this research. 
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Appendix 3 - Participant Consent Form 
 
 
CONSENT FORM FOR PARTICIPANTS 
Version 3 – 6/5/17 
Please complete this form after you have read the Information Sheet and listened 
to an explanation about the research. 
Title of Study: The Feasibility of Online Mindfulness for Stroke 
Sufferers 
Chief Researcher: Miss Victoria Singh  
 
IRAS Project ID: 211217 
NHS REC Ref: 17/LO/0546 
University of Surrey Ref: SPON/2017/03/FHMS  
 
Thank you for considering taking part in this research. The person organising the 
research must explain the project to you before you agree to take part. If you have 
any questions arising from the Information Sheet or the explanation given to you, 
please ask the researcher before you decide whether to join in.  
By ticking or initialling each box you are consenting to this element of the study. 
It will be assumed that un-ticked/un-initialled boxes mean that you DO NOT 
consent to that part of the study.  
 
1. I confirm that I have read and understood the participant 
information sheet [dated 13/04/17 Version 2] for the above study.  
I have had the opportunity to consider the information and asked 
questions which have been answered satisfactorily. 
 
2. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to 
withdraw at any time without giving any reason and without being 
disadvantaged in any way. Furthermore, I understand that I will be 
able to withdraw my data up to the time the doctoral thesis is 
submitted to the University of Surrey (March 2018).  
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3. I consent to the processing of my personal information for the 
purposes explained to me.  I understand that such information will 
be handled in accordance with the terms of the UK Data Protection 
Act.  
 
4. I understand that my information may be subject to review by 
responsible individuals from the University of Surrey and/or 
regulatory authority for monitoring and audit purposes. 
 
5. I understand that confidentiality and anonymity will be maintained 
and it will not be possible to identify me in any publications.  
 
6. I agree to my anonymised data being used in this and future studies 
that have received all ethical, legal and regulatory approvals. 
 
7. I agree to be contacted in the future by University of Surrey 
researchers who would like to invite me to participate in follow up 
studies to this project, or in future studies of a similar nature 
 
8. I would like to receive a copy of my results upon completion, via 
email.  
 
9. I understand that the information I have submitted will be written 
up as a doctoral thesis. I wish to receive a summary of the study 
results. 
 
10. If I am randomly selected to be interviewed, I consent to my 
interview being audio recorded. 
  
  
Name of Participant                       Date     Signature 
 
Name of Researcher                       Date     Signature 
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Appendix 3 - Poster 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If you are interested in this study please contact 
researcher:  
 
Victoria Singh  
email: v.singh@surrey.ac.uk    
  telephone: 079…. 
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If you are interested in this study please contact Victoria 
Singh  
email: v.singh@surrey.ac.uk     telephone: 079… 
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Appendix 4 - Expected Recruitment Rate  
 
 
From:   
Sent: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 4:34:06 PM 
To: Singh VER Miss (PG/R - Psychology) 
Subject: RE: re Mindfulness and stroke project 
 Hi Victoria, 
Yes that's all right, in a good week i may meet with 8 patients face to face  , as well as 
speaking with patients pending with cnrt on the phone...yes I understand re consultants 
,  
Look forward to catching up on Thursday morning on phone at 9 am. We can also 
discuss the XXXX research group meeting  
Thanks, glad to be of help  
 
Sent from my Windows Phone 
 
From:  
Sent: 15 December 2016 11:18 
To: 'v.singh@surrey.ac.uk' (v.singh@surrey.ac.uk);  
Cc:   
Subject: re Mindfulness and stroke project 
 Dear Victoria and      , 
Good news, at today’s XXXX research and development meeting , I have given an 
overview of what you are requesting of me for your feasability study and the group read 
through your expression of interest letter for background and we also looked at the 
process document you have produced for my remit. They were all very impressed with 
this. The group all felt that this is a good opportunity for XXXX to be involved in and have 
therefore recommended that I can act as recruiter for you. 
The group will be keen for you to attend a future meeting also, to update further. 
XXI know we need to talk about this further together also. 
Kind regards 
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Appendix 5 – Example Screenshots from bemindfulonline.com 
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The Physical Barometer 
Below is a copy of the email sent to participant: 
FROM: contact@bemindfulonline.com 
SUBJECT: Midweek Session - The Physical Barometer 
 
Hi, 
 
This is Tessa here, 
How have you been getting on with keeping your Event Awareness Journal? 
If you’d like to log on today there’s a video where I’ll talk a bit more 
about this assignment and something we call The Physical Barometer. 
When you're ready, login to the course on the following link:  
https://www.bemindfulonline.com/login/ 
Look forward to seeing you online. 
 
Tessa 
Please note that if you reply to this email, it will be received by our 
service team. 
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Appendix 6 – Outcome Measures  
 
 
PHQ9 (Patient Health Questionnaire) 
[Removed due to Copyright] 
 
 
GAD7 (Generalised Anxiety Disorder) 
[Removed due to Copyright] 
 
 
PSS-10 (The Perceived Stress Scale 10 item) 
[Removed due to Copyright] 
 
 
EQ5D5L - Health Questionnaire - English version for the UK  
[Removed due to Copyright] 
 
 
EQ5D5L VAS (Visual Analogue Scale) 
[Removed due to Copyright] 
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FFMQ-SF (5 Facet Questionnaire: Short Form) 
[Removed due to Copyright] 
 
 
SF12 Health Survey 
[Removed due to Copyright] 
 
 
SSQoL (Stroke-Specific Quality of Life) 
[Removed due to Copyright] 
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Appendix 7 - Semi-Structured Interview Schedule 
 
Aim – we are interested in how you found being a participant in this study, and 
how you found the intervention itself. We are collecting this information in order 
to assess the intervention. This might lead to a bigger trial, the results of which 
may mean this becomes a treatment for many more people who have had a stroke.  
Explain confidentiality, anonymising data, where data will be stored (securely) 
and what will happen to data – analysis, publication.   
Consenting process.  
Agree concepts – ‘intervention’ was online mindfulness course, ‘outcomes’ were 
responses to questionnaires etc.  
First Section – “In this section we’re interested in your experience of being 
recruited into the study…”  
1. How was the experience of being approached to participate?  
i. What were your first impressions of the study, and of the 
intervention?  
ii. Did you have any experience of mindfulness or other 
anxiety intervention prior to intervention?  
2. How did the staff/researcher explain the study? Could this be improved in 
any way?  
3. How was the process of discussing the study with the researcher, of 
discussing details of your stroke and consenting to participate in the study? 
Could this be improved in any way?  
Second Section – “in this section we’re interested in your experience of being 
randomised...” 
Agree concept of randomisation and wait list control  
1. How was the experience of being randomised? …of beginning the 
intervention straightaway or waiting?  
i. If waited – how was the waiting period? Was it too long or 
too short? Could you have waited longer? Did you still 
want to do the intervention after you waited?  
Third Section – “in this section we’re interested in your experience of the 
intervention itself...” 
1. How did you find the online mindfulness programme? 
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a. How many sessions did you do? How long did it take you?  
b. How much practice between sessions did you do? How easy or 
difficult was it to do?  
2. How acceptable or unacceptable did you find it?  
3. How do you think other people who have had a stroke would find it?   
4. Did any side effects of your stroke make it easier or harder to do?  
5. Could elements of it be improved in any way? 
Fourth Section – “in this section we’re interested in your experience of 
completing the online questionnaires..” 
1. How easy or difficult did you find completing the online 
questionnaires?  
2. How acceptable or unacceptable did you find the questions?  
3. Were any questions too intrusive?  
4. How long/short a time did it take to complete?  
5. Could the experience be improved in any way?  
6. If you were designing the study, what do you think would be important 
or useful to measure?  
Fifth Section – “in this section we’re interested in your experience of doing 
mindfulness..” 
1. How was learning mindfulness skills? How acceptable/unacceptable 
was this?  
2. Do you now practice mindfulness in your daily life?  
i. If Yes – How much? What type?  
ii. If No – Why not? 
2. What are the benefits and drawbacks of practising mindfulness? Are 
any exercises easier to do than others? Why so?  
Sixth Section – “in this section we’re interested in your experience of the effects 
of the intervention overall..” 
1. Did you notice any changes in yourself from doing the 
intervention?  
2. Did it affect your mood? Anxiety level? Stress? Sleep? Quality of 
Life? Relationships with others?  
3. Did other people notice any changes in you?  
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4. What was the effect of the intervention on your stroke [related 
disability]? On your general health?  
5. Were there any negative effects or changes of doing the 
intervention? 
6. Were there any positive effects or changes from doing the 
intervention?  
Seventh section - “in this section we’re interested in your experience of 
participating in the study overall..” 
1. How was being a participant in this study?  
2. What did you like? Dislike? 
3. Could any element be improved?  
4. Do you have any suggestions for our plans to do a bigger study like 
this next? 
5. Do you have any suggestions for what else we should research?  
6. Do you have any suggestions for how services for people who have 
had a stroke could improve? 
Eighth Section - Overall Rating of Ease 0 – 10 , Relevance 0 – 10 , Enjoyability 
0 – 10 and Acceptability 0-10. 
 
Debrief – thank you very much for participating.  
Reiterate data will be held securely, transcribed, analysed and written up for 
MRP submission.  
Any final questions?  
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Intervention Arm 
Baseline Measures (PHQ9, 
GAD7, PSS-10, EQ5D-5L, 
FFMQ, PTQ, SF12 and SSQoL)  
   
 
Wait List Control 
Baseline Measures (PHQ9, 
GAD7, PSS-10, EQ5D-5L, 
FFMQ, PTQ, SF12 and SSQoL)  
 
Primary Outcome Measures 
administered (PHQ9, GAD7, PSS-
10)   
8-weeks post randomisation (post-
intervention) measures administered 
(PHQ9, GAD7, PSS-10, EQ5D-5L, 
FFMQ, PTQ, SF12 and SSQoL) 
1-month (post-intervention) follow 
up measures administered (PHQ9, 
GAD7, PSS-10, EQ5D-5L, FFMQ, 
PTQ, SF12 and SSQoL) 
1-month (post-intervention) follow 
up measures administered (PHQ9, 
GAD7, PSS-10, EQ5D-5L, FFMQ, 
PTQ, SF12 and SSQoL) 
3-months (post-intervention) follow 
up measures administered (PHQ9, 
GAD7, PSS-10, EQ5D-5L, FFMQ, 
PTQ, SF12 and SSQoL) 
Appendix 8 – Flowchart of Questionnaire Administration 
Consenting Process  
 Screening (TICS administration) 
Randomisation 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-months (post-intervention) follow 
up measures administered (PHQ9, 
GAD7, PSS-10, EQ5D-5L, FFMQ, 
PTQ, SF12 and SSQoL) 
Intervention 
8-week waitlist period  
Intervention 
8-weeks post randomisation (post-
intervention) measures administered 
(PHQ9, GAD7, PSS-10, EQ5D-5L, 
FFMQ, PTQ, SF12 and SSQoL) 
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Appendix 8 - Study Protocol 
Recruitment 
Stroke 
Nurse  
Pre-Intervention   Intervention  Interviews 
1 - 
Approach  
2 – 
Discussion  
3 - 
Consenting 
4 – 
Information 
Gathering 
 5 - Initial     
Questionnaires 
6 – Intervention  Wait-list Control  7 – Post 
Intervention 
Questionnaires 
8. Interviews  
A. Who:  
Stroke 
Specialist 
Nurse, XXX  
A. Who: 
VS and 
potential 
participant  
 
 
 
A. Who: 
VS and 
potential 
participant  
 
A. Who:  
VS and 
participant  
 
A. Who:              
   All participants 
A. Who: 
Participants 
randomised to 
intervention   
A. Who: 
Participants 
randomised to 
wait-list control  
A. Who: 
All Participants  
A. Who: 
VS and 10-12 
Randomly 
selected 
participants, 
with family 
members/carers 
if required to 
support 
communication. 
B. Where: 
Outpatient 
Clinics 
(XXXXXX) 
 
or during 
home visits  
B. Where: 
Either in 
clinic if 
Victoria 
present, or 
by 
telephone 
B. Where: 
In clinic or 
by 
telephone  
B. Where: 
In clinic or 
by 
telephone 
B. Where: 
PC/tablet/mobile 
phone 
B. Where: 
PC/tablet/mobile 
phone  
B. Where: 
PC/tablet/mobile 
phone  
B. Where: 
PC/tablet/mobile 
phone 
B. Where: 
Participant 
home, clinic or 
mutually 
convenient 
community 
location.  
C. When: 
Stroke 
review, for 
all stroke 
patients 
registered 
with XXX 
C. When: 
Potential 
participant 
meets or 
contacts 
Victoria 
C. When: 
24 hours – 
7 days 
after initial 
discussion  
C. When: 
After 
consenting  
C. When: 
After     
randomisation 
C. When:  
Once 
participants 
randomised to 
intervention 
group  
C. When:  
After 8/52 wait   
C. When: 
8/52 after 
randomisation  
C. When:  
2/52 after the 
majority have 
completed 
online 
intervention  
     
R
A
N
D
O
M
I
S
A
T
I
O
N 
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CCG, 4-8 
months 
post-stroke   
D1. What 
will happen:  
 
- Study 
introduced 
to those 
who meet 
preliminary 
inclusion 
criteria   
 
D2. Given 
Participant 
Information 
Sheet, study 
leaflet and 
researcher’s 
contact 
details 
(mobile 
number and 
email 
address) if 
researcher, 
Victoria not 
in clinic. If 
she is in 
clinic, 
D. What 
will 
happen: 
  
- VS 
introduces 
self and 
study 
- access to 
internet 
and email 
assessed.  
 
D1. What 
will 
happen:  
 
- Consent 
form 
discussed 
and signed 
by 
participant, 
emailed or 
posted 
back to 
VS.  
 
D1. What 
will happen:  
 
-TICS 
completed 
(Telephone 
Interview of 
Cognitive 
Status) 
 
- Pre- 
intervention 
information 
proforma 
completed 
on paper 
asking 
name, DOB, 
time since 
stroke, 
number of 
strokes, 
employment 
status, 
previous 
diagnosis or 
intervention 
for anxiety 
D1. What will 
happen:  
 
- Email with a 
link to an online 
questionnaires 
sent. 
-Online 
questionnaires 
completed by 
participant in 
approximately 
15-20 minutes   
 
(if unable to 
complete 
questionnaires 
online, they can 
be administered 
by phone). 
 
5D2. Once 
responses 
received, they 
will be 
anonymised and 
stored securely.  
D. What will 
happen:  
 
-Email with link 
to online 
mindfulness 
intervention 
sent, containing 
username and 
password  
 
-Participant will 
log in and begin 
10 session 
intervention 
completing 1-2 
sessions per 
week, plus 
between session 
practice over 4-6 
weeks.  
 
-Online 
intervention 
starts and ends 
  
-Participants can 
contact VS 
D. What will 
happen:  
 
-Email with link 
to online 
mindfulness 
intervention 
sent, containing 
username and 
password  
 
-Participant will 
log in and begin 
10 session 
intervention 
completing 1-2 
sessions per 
week, plus 
between session 
practice over 4-6 
weeks.  
 
D. What will 
happen:  
 
- Email with a 
link to an online 
questionnaires 
sent. 
-Online 
questionnaires 
completed by 
participant in 
approximately 
15-20 minutes   
(see flowchart of 
questionnaire 
administration) 
 
D. What will 
happen:  
 
 -Semi 
structured 
interview 
asking about 
participation in 
study and 
acceptability of 
online 
intervention. 
 
-Recorded and 
stored securely 
by VS.  
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potential 
participant 
will be 
introduced 
to Victoria 
after their 
appointment 
with XX. 
 
[1D3. 
Numbers  
approached 
and 
numbers 
declined 
recorded] 
or 
depression.  
Risk will 
also be 
assessed  
(see Risk 
Protocol). 
4D2. Source 
data copied 
into 
Microsoft 
excel 
spreadsheet, 
stored 
securely. 
throughout via 
phone and email 
 
-Email 
reminders are 
sent by online 
intervention to 
support 
completion 
 
  
 
Key – VS - Victoria Singh, Researcher  
 
 
 
Risk Protocol 
If discussion with participant or response to Q.9 of PHQ9 (depression measure) indicates possible suicidal ideation, a full risk assessment will be carried out to 
assess extent of risk of harm to self and others. Patient will be informed of requirement to break confidentiality agreement and need to inform referrer and GP to 
ensure appropriate onward care provided.  
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Appendix 8 - Analytic Strategy  
 
Research Question 
 
Analytic Strategy 
 
Feasibility 
 
What are the numbers of participants that are 
recruited and retained?  
Recruitment rate  
Retention rate 
To assess the feasibility of a waitlist RCT 
design, can participants tolerate 
randomisation and an 8-week waitlist period? 
Attrition rate 
Completion rate 
Can the proposed trial protocol be followed?  Recruitment protocol fidelity  
How feasible is such an online intervention to 
complete for stroke survivors? Is there any 
evidence of harm? 
Completion rates   
User statistics (number of log 
ins, length of time to complete 
course) 
Small n analysis (RCI, CSC) 
How feasible is the use of online data 
collection of measures relating to anxiety, 
depression, perceived stress, health, 
mindfulness, perseverative thinking and 
quality of life? 
Missing data (data 
completeness) 
 
 
Acceptability 
 
How acceptable is the proposed trial design?  Interview data 
Retention rate 
How acceptable is the intervention?  Interview data 
Completion rates 
How acceptable are the chosen outcome 
measures? 
Data completeness  
Interview data 
Ease, Relevance, Enjoyableness, Overall 
Acceptability  
Likert Scale ratings  
 
To Inform the Sample Size and Assessment of Clinical Effectiveness of a 
Future Trial  
 
What is the variance estimate associated with 
each outcome measures to inform future 
power and sample size calculations? 
 
Estimates of variance 
associated with each outcome 
measure  
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Appendix 9 – Thematic Analysis – Main themes, Subthemes and Illustrative 
Quotes 
Main themes  
 
Subthemes Illustrative Quote 
The emotional 
and physical toll 
following a stroke 
Unexpected  “out the blue” (P1) 
“I just don’t feel as if I’m any longer 
in control” (P1) 
“There’s a lot going on for stroke 
patients, it’s a big shock factor … 
they’ve had this unexpected life 
changing event” (Nurse) 
Lack of support “Didn’t know what I was supposed to 
be doing” (P1) 
 
Panic Attacks “Especially directly after the stroke. 
And at first I didn’t know what they 
were. Until I learnt what they were. 
And I learnt how to deal with them” 
(P2).  
“I think time made them better. And 
also because I knew how to deal with 
them” (P2). 
Ongoing Fatigue  
 
“Yeah, a lot, a lot. Even now I still 
experience fatigue” (P2) 
“my main issue is fatigue. I’m really 
still suffering from fatigue quite badly” 
(P1) 
Mixed views of 
the future 
“I just don’t feel as if I’m any longer 
in control” (P1) 
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“quite fearful about ‘will I have 
another stroke?’” (Nurse)  
Deriving 
improved 
relaxation and an 
ability to deal 
with worrisome 
thoughts through 
mindfulness  
Relaxing effects  “well I was able to just chill and 
relax” (P2) 
“it’s forced relaxation you wouldn’t 
normally do… nothing else offers the 
same opportunity” (P1) 
“Doesn’t solve…the fatigue issue but I 
suppose after doing mindfulness you, I, 
are more relaxed” (P1) 
Reduced 
worrisome 
thoughts 
“I was able to adjust you know, block 
things out” (P2) 
Not sustained   “you don’t know at the end of the 
meditation whether it’s done you any 
good or not” (P1) 
“Got to remember to be mindful” (P1)  
Tentative 
improvements to 
mood, memory 
and relationships 
with others.  
“I think it helped me to relax and that 
probably helped with relationships 
with other people” (P2) 
“Haven’t lost my temper once” (P1) 
The programme 
became tedious 
and felt 
unsupportive  
Insufficient 
feedback 
provided 
Lack of feedback a “major drawback.” 
(P1) 
“Nothing really difficult but you never 
know if you’re doing it properly or 
not”. (P1) 
 “I can see that because to motivate 
people to carry on with something you 
want some encouragement back” 
(Nurse)  
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Inactive role of 
participant 
 
 
“but with meditating it doesn’t seem 
like you’re doing very much at all” 
(P1) 
“bit of a drag” (P2) 
“tedious” (P1) 
“very tame, very – almost boring” 
(P2) 
“Would be harder for others” (P2) 
 “this feeling of malingering” (P1) 
Mindfulness is a 
potential solution 
for stroke 
survivors but 
clashes with the 
ethos of 
rehabilitation  
 
A potential 
solution  
“Could perhaps be a bit lighter” (P1) 
“I think that mindfulness is a solution, 
I think it very definitely is a solution to 
a lot of problems. And if you can get 
the time and the discipline to do it, I 
believe it can solve an awful lot of 
problems. Particularly stroke 
problems.” (P1) 
“Some people had a little bit of an 
inkling about what mindfulness was, 
others didn’t” (Nurse)  
Clashes with 
ethos of 
rehabilitation  
“some people were perhaps a little put 
off by it because it was, sort of yet 
another thing to do, and motivate 
themselves to do… at a time when they 
had more pressing goals e.g. improve 
their mobility to enable them to have 
greater physical independence” 
(Nurse). 
“they may well still be having active 
therapies [at 6-months]” (Nurse) 
“very often people they want to work 
particularly on their physical goals 
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without really appreciating I guess 
that if you get your psychology bit 
right you’re more likely to do better.” 
(Nurse) 
“I mean if it’s a physical thing where 
you can go into the gym and do your 
press ups …. You then seem to be 
working towards resolving the issue, 
but with meditating it doesn’t seem like 
you’re doing very much at all.” (P1)  
Participation 
required 
recognition of 
psychological 
distress  
Study 
involvement was 
generally 
acceptable. 
 
“Could it help? Yes, it could.” (P1) 
“came about the right time” (P2) 
“more suitable for total beginners [to 
mindfulness]” (P2) 
“Some people were very receptive and 
interested. There were quite a few 
people who said they were interested.” 
(Nurse) 
“the fact you had some interest from 
people who clearly were looking … 
there’s a need isn’t there” (Nurse)  
Requires 
recognition of 
psychological 
distress. 
“I don’t think the stroke had any 
detrimental effect on the completion of 
the course... If you are a person that 
wants to, that sees the benefit of 
mindfulness and you want an excuse to 
have the time to allow you to get 
away” (P1) 
“sometimes people with cognitive 
issues they’re quite good at masking 
certain things” (Nurse) 
“when you mention about psychology, 
there can still be a bit of a stigma 
around it” (Nurse) 
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“sometimes perhaps they don’t want to 
admit to themselves even that actually 
they could do with this” (Nurse) 
“she was very up for recognising she 
needed some extra support” (Nurse)  
Largely 
appropriate 
measures 
“can be difficult to go in between 
weeks and months” (P2) 
“I think it was easy enough to do” 
(P1)  
“I’d liked to have measured how I was 
performing in whatever area at the 
time I started the course to how I was 
performing today” (P1) 
“the mobility issue – I don’t see the 
link with that to mindfulness” (P2) 
“Yes one is would you like to have sex 
more often is basically what it said. 
And I felt that asking a man that 
question you’re only going to get one 
answer.” (P1) 
Impaired 
cognition, 
confidence and 
safety fears were 
potential barriers 
to recruitment  
Safety fears with 
going online   
“I did think, hmm I wonder, I’m not 
100% sure how well this is going to be 
because it is online. And people, I 
guess the term ‘online’ – some older 
people sort of get worried about the 
internet, don’t they. And using the 
safety of such things”. (Nurse) 
Reduced 
confidence 
and/or cognitive 
impairment may 
be barriers to 
access. 
“some people are more adept than 
others … we have silver surfers don’t 
we who will use computers and things, 
there’s still a tranche of people who’ve 
never used a computer or they had a 
little bit of a go at it but then they left 
it. And also, when they had their 
stroke, and there is a thing about 
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knocking of confidence generally.” 
(Nurse) 
“might create a potential obstacle” 
(Nurse)  
“reduced confidence or impairment – 
post-stroke impairments that might be 
a barrier to the computer” (Nurse) 
Suggestions to 
improve 
recruitment.   
“Perhaps a little bit of a 
demonstration of it might have 
helped?” (Nurse) 
“built up a relationship…perhaps feel 
more relaxed?” (Nurse) 
“perhaps it’s like a priority thing for 
people” (Nurse) 
“anything to do with being online if 
they were anxious about, what that 
would mean for like confidentiality or 
something, not realising (Nurse).  
“I think both of them have been like a 
shorter appointment” (Nurse) 
“if you were to recruit the same thing 
again [in 10 years] you might have 
quite different results” (Nurse)  
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Example of Analysed Transcript 
 
Transcript 
 
Theme  
What do you mean feedback? 
Well they ask you to do various things which you do then 
they’ll say that - do you have any comments on this – you 
write some comments – and send them on to them– but 
they just seem to disappear to a black hole somewhere. 
Oh I see – so perhaps a lack of getting back or even 
acknowledging? 
Well yeah I think so yes. I saw that as a major drawback. 
A major drawback. So how many sessions did you do of 
the course? 
All of them. 
And how long did it take you? 
Oh to do? The actual sessions themselves it’s pretty open 
ended how log you do them for – you’re given a task to 
do – which involves meditation – and how often you do 
that doesn’t appear to be questioned or monitored. I 
could be wrong about that but it doesn’t appear to. So 
there was nothing that was difficult about any of it, 
meditation. But you never really know if you’re doing it 
properly or not because it takes such a long time to 
actually give you the feedback of actually feeling better 
or being more mindful or whatever. 
Do you mean feedback from your own? 
From yourself. Yes, so I mean you can sit there 
meditating, and at the end of it you don’t know at the end 
of the meditation whether it’s done you any food or not. 
That’s just the way it is. So, with getting feedback from 
the course itself I think to compensate for that problem 
which the course can’t really cover I think to have a 
better feedback system would be advantageous. 
 
 
 
 
feedback disappears 
 
 
 
major drawback 
 
 
 
 
 
 
not monitored 
 
 
 
never know if 
you’re doing it 
properly 
 
 
 
unclear whether it’s 
done you any good 
or not 
 
 
need better 
feedback 
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Appendix 10 – Study Timeline and Stakeholder Engagement 
 
Year One 
 Deadlines 
Timeline 
MRP Actions 
October 2015   
November 2015   Choose topic, nominate supervisor 
December 2015   
January 2016    
February 2016   Liaison with a number (6) of potential sites in 
Surrey and London.  
Liaison with experts in the field (3).  
March 2016    
April 2016   
May 2016   
June 2016  17/6/16 Met with psychologist in London* 
hospital  
22/6/16 Met with Stroke Nurse, London 
hospital 
22/6/16 Met with 1st author of Golding et al. 
(2015) 
July 2016  Literature 
Survey 
29/7/16 Met with stroke expert  
August 2016   
September 2016  7/9/17 Met with psychologist, Surrey.  
9/9/16 Phone call with research nurse, London  
13/9/16 Met with R&D, London hospital. 
* name removed to maintain anonymity.  
Year Two  
October 2016  London hospital psychologist pulled out. 
Colleagues unable to support project.  
Consider alternative sites (x3). 
13/10/16 Met with psychologist  
November 
2016 
 1/11/16 Linked with Stroke Nurse 
22/11/16 Met with Stroke Consultants 
December 
2016 
IRAS Form 9/12/16 Phone call with R&D department 
20/12/16 Chase stroke consultant.  
January 2017 Site 
Confirmation 
26/1/17 Phone call stroke nurse  
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February 2017 IRAS No response from stroke consultants – 
decide to recruit entirely from stroke nurse 
clinic.  
March 2017  REC Panel  
April 2017   
May 2017 Literature 
Review  
 
 
June 2017 Recruitment 
Starts 
1/6/17 Meet with stroke nurse and 
psychologist to finalise recruitment process.  
Consider additional site. 
Phone call with SLT.  
July 2017  Supervision 11/7/17 discuss slow 
recruitment. Consider contacting previously 
discharged patients, using non-clinical 
sample, 2nd site etc.  
27/7/17 Phone call REC re. slow recruitment 
re. substantial amendment.  
August 2017 SSA 1/8/17 Phone call NIHR  
2/8/17 Phone call psychologist, consider 
class, or new ESD service.  
14/8/17 Link with another psychologist in a 
London site.  
September 
2017 
 21/9/17 Attend host site quarterly research 
meeting to discuss slow recruitment.  
Suggest linking with researchers in field, 
charity, GPs/Stroke Leads in Primary Care. 
 
Year Three 
October 2017  3/10/17 Phone call with OT. Suggest ESD 
Service or Stroke Association. 
Discuss making amendment. 
Liaison with psychologists in additional 
sites. Link with potential second site.  
18/10/17 Phone call with psychologist in 
another service. Possibility of recruiting from 
their clinic or workshops as 2nd site.  
November 
2017 
 7/11/17 Completed ‘Study Registration 
Form’ for 2nd site and email REC re. 
amendment.  
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20/11/17 Phone call to Quality and 
Governance at 2nd site re. amendment.  
ESD service not running yet. 
December 
2017 
 1/12/17 Chase Quality and Governance 
January 2018  8/1/18 Phone call re. aphasia group. 
Link with another SLT in host site.  
ESD service not running yet. 
February 2018 Finish 
Recruitment 
6/2/18 Presented research to Health 
Psychology Professional Network on 
specialist placement.  
March 2018 Qualitative 
Analysis  
Update psychologist in potential 2nd site, as 
Quality and Governance were slow to 
respond, we were unable to proceed with 2nd 
site in Surrey. 
April 2018 Empirical 
Paper 
 
May 2018   
June 2018   
July 2018 Deadline   
August 2018   
September 
2018 
Viva   
Key: REC – Research Ethics Committee, SLT – Speech and Language Therapist  
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Appendix 11 - Clinical and Normative Population Comparisons for Calculation of 
Reliable and Clinical Change 
Measure Clinical Norms  
(Mean, SD) 
Normative Population 
(Mean, SD) 
PHQ9 Case 13.31 (6.75) 
Non-case 5.90 
(4.95) 
Stroke 
(Turner et al. 
2012) 
Age 45-54: 2.8 (3.5) 
Age 65-74: 3.3 (3.6) 
(Kocalevent et al. 2013) 
GAD7 5.46 (5.38) 
Stroke 
(Morris et al. 
2017) 
Age 45-54: 3.14 (3.43) 
Age 65-74: 2.79 (3.23) 
(Lowe et al. 2008) 
PSS-10  14.04 (8.5) 
Stroke 
(Santos et al. 
2015) 
Age 45-54: 12.6 (6.1) 
Age 65+: 12.0 (6.3) 
(Cohen et al. 1988) 
EQ5D-5L VAS 70 (18) 
EQ5D 0.62 (0.33) 
Stroke, 6-month 
follow up 
(Pickard et al. 
2005) 
UK-England EQ5D-5L  
Age 45-54: 0.857 
Age 65-74: 0.785 
(Szende et al. 2014) 
 
UK EQ-VAS 
82.5 (17)  
(Herdman et al. 2011) 
FFMQ 
- Non reacting 
- Observing 
- Acting Aware 
- Describing 
- Non judging 
 
13.94 (3.41) 
14.66 (2.96) 
15.44 (3.74) 
17.28 (3.68) 
13.84 (3.41) 
Depressed adults 
(Pots et al. 2016) 
 
19.53 (4.88) 
24.32 (5.48) 
24.57 (6.57) 
24.63 (7.06) 
23.85 (7.33) 
(Baer et al. 2008) 
PTQ Not available  26.78 (9.54)  
(Burg and Michalak, 2011) 
SF12 
- MCS 
- PCS 
 
41.3 (11.3) 
37.1 (9.9) 
Stroke 
 
50.4 (9.59) 
50.12 (9.45) 
(Ware et al. 1996) 
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(Lim and Fisher, 
1999) 
 
 
SSQoL Domain (items): 
Energy (3) 
Family roles (3) 
Language (5) 
Mobility (6) 
Mood (5) 
Personality (3) 
Self-care (5) 
Social roles (5) 
Thinking (3) 
Upper extremity function (5) 
Vision (3) 
Work/productivity (3) 
Not available  
2.9 (1.44)  
3.74 (1.28)  
4.41 (0.68)  
4.11 (0.84)  
3.91 (1.03)  
3.57 (1.21)  
4.51 (0.85)  
3.07 (1.33)  
3.39 (1.21)  
4.21 (0.94)  
4.61 (0.72)  
3.67 (1.11) 
(Williams et al. 1999) 
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Appendix 12 – Missing Data and Data Completeness  
 
 
Measure PHQ GAD PSS EQ5DL FFMQ PTQ SF12 
 
SSQOL 
 
Missing Data Completeness 
Items  9 7 10 5 + VAS = 6 24 15 12 49 /Total 132  
Baseline 
P 1     
  
   3x thinking  2.27% 97.73% 
P 2       q.2  
q.5  
 1.52% 98.48% 
Post Intervention 
P 1     q.6   q11  1.52% 98.48% 
P 2     q.21   q.5   1.52%  98.48% 
1 Month Follow up 
P 1        1x family roles  
1x thinking  
1.52% 98.48% 
P 2    q.5      0.76%  99.24% 
 
3 Month Follow Up 
P 1       q.6  
q.7   
1x self-care  
1x social roles  
3.03% 96.97%  
 
P 2          100%  
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Abstract  
Psychological difficulties, such as anxiety and depression are common in about a third of 
stroke survivors. Mindfulness-based interventions are effective in reducing anxiety and 
depression in non-stroke populations, with increasing evidence of their efficacy in other 
chronic health conditions. This systematic review aimed to review the evidence to date for 
mindfulness in reducing psychological related difficulties in stroke patients. A systematic 
review of the available literature from 1980 to June 2018 was conducted. Study quality was 
assessed using the Thomas (2004) quality assessment tool for quantitative studies. Outcomes 
relating to anxiety and depression were sought. Five studies (n=101) met inclusion criteria, 
employing Mindfulness Based Cognitive Therapy (MBCT) and Mindfulness Based Stress 
Reduction (MBSR). Owing to study heterogeneity, meta-analysis was not possible. Results 
were mixed indicating significant reductions in anxiety and depression on a range of 
measures in some studies but not all. Three reported medium to large effect sizes for MBCT 
and MBSR (including MBSR online) as a treatment for depression, whereas others found 
non-significant effects. Both MBCT and MBSR delivered online demonstrated medium to 
large effects for anxiety in two studies, but non or borderline significance in the remaining 
three. In addition, two studies reported significantly decreased mental fatigue and improved 
cognitive functioning. However, only two employed experimental designs. All had small 
sample sizes, moderately high attrition rates and no study controlled for time since stroke. In 
conclusion, Mindfulness-Based Interventions show promise in stroke survivors. Studies to 
date however are underpowered and report methodological limitations; therefore, further 
research is warranted.   
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Introduction  
Stroke is a leading cause of mortality and disability worldwide (Truelsen et al. 2000). A 
potentially life-changing condition, stroke survivors are faced with significant physical, 
neurological, social and emotional consequences. Approximately a third of stroke survivors 
will develop a mental health condition (Almeida and Xiao, 2007). The prevalence of 
depression is estimated to be 33% (Hackett et al. 2005). The prevalence of anxiety ranges 
from between 20% at one-month post-event to 24% six months or more after stroke 
(Campbell-Burton et al. 2013). Anxiety and depression post-stroke frequently co-exist, with 
some estimates of comorbidity as high as 80% (Gurr and Muelenz 2011; Campbell-Burton et 
al. 2013).  
Psychosocial mood disturbance is associated with higher rates of morbidity, mortality, long 
term disability, hospital readmission, suicide and higher utilisation of outpatient services in 
stroke patients if left untreated (Pohjasvaara et al. 2001; House et al. 2001; Williams, 2005; 
Almeida and Xiao, 2007). Post-stroke depression is associated with longer hospital stays, 
reduced participation in rehabilitation, increased physical impairment, increased mortality 
and poorer cognitive functioning (Carod-Artal and Egido, 2009; Naess et al. 2010). Post-
stroke anxiety is associated with an increased risk of mortality in those with coronary heart 
disease, greater dependency on others and reduced social network in the years following the 
stroke (Åström, 1996; Celano et al. 2015). Post-stroke anxiety has also been linked to poorer 
adaptive functioning and relationships (Ferro et al. 2009; West et al. 2010) and anxiety at 
three-months post-stroke has been associated with poorer quality of life at one, three and 
five-years post-stroke (Ayerbe et al. 2014). Independent of depression, anxiety is 
significantly associated with reduced health-related quality of life (HRQoL; Tang et al. 2013; 
Donnellan et al. 2010).  
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Recognising clinically significant levels of anxiety and depression in stroke patients can be 
hindered by misattributing symptoms to the physical consequences of the stroke (Campbell-
Burton et al. 2012), being of advanced age or having limited verbal ability (Diefenbach and 
Goethe 2006; Van Rijswijk 2009). Although some stroke survivors’ difficulties may not 
reach the diagnostic threshold for an anxiety or depressive disorder, symptoms can still 
impact significantly on daily living and quality of life (Ahlsio et al. 1984; Abubakar and 
Isezuo 2012).  
The Paucity of Interventions for Post-Stroke Emotional Disorders   
As well as improved screening to ensure timely access to diagnosis and treatment to improve 
prognosis (Mitchell et al. 2017), there is a call for more evidence-based interventions to 
improve the care of post-stroke psychological difficulties (Chun et al. 2015; Wright et al. 
2017; Intercollegiate Stroke Working Party, 2012). The literature to-date has tended to focus 
on depression (Broomfield et al. 2014) whereas literature in the area of post stroke anxiety is 
in its ‘infancy’ (Kneebone 2016). An updated Cochrane review (Knapp et al. 2017) found 
only three studies that demonstrated statistically significant reductions in anxiety symptoms – 
two pharmacological interventions trialling paroxetine (plus paroxetine combined with 
psychotherapy, Wang 2005) and buspirone (Zhang 2005) and one randomised controlled pilot 
study investigating an autogenic relaxation CD (Golding et al. 2016). These however were 
limited by small sample sizes and inadequate controls, and further research is needed before 
decisions on the most efficacious treatment can be surmised. Additionally, Golding et al.’s 
(2016) study recruitment methods (an advertisement circulated to stroke survivor groups and 
placed in a national stroke survivor publication) may have introduced a participant population 
biased towards the intervention and actively seeking support for anxiety.  
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With regards to post-stroke depression, a Cochrane review (Hackett et al. 2008a) found no 
effect of pharmacological therapy (from ten studies) on the prevention of depression. A small 
but signiﬁcant effect of psychotherapy was identiﬁed from four studies investigating problem 
solving (Forster 1996; House 2000), post-discharge home-based management (Goldberg 
1997) and motivational interviewing (Watkins 2007). The reviewers concluded further 
research using more rigorous methods is required before recommendations can be made 
about the routine use of such preventative treatments after stroke. A third Cochrane review of 
interventions for treating depression after stroke (Hackett et al. 2008b) found a small but 
significant effect of pharmacotherapy (from twelve trials) on reducing depressive symptoms 
but this was associated with significant increases in adverse events such as sedation, 
gastrointestinal effects and recurrent stroke. No evidence for the effectiveness of 
psychotherapy was found from four trials investigating problem-solving and counselling 
delivered by social workers (Towle 1989), CBT delivered by nurses (Lincoln 2003), 
motivational interviewing delivered by nurses (Watkins 2007), and psychoeducation (Zhao 
2004) delivered by special personnel. Time since stroke varied from several weeks (Lincoln 
2003) to more than a year (Towle 1989) and length of intervention varied from daily over 
four weeks (Zhao 2004) to weekly over four-to-six months (Towle 1989) making 
comparisons across studies difficult.  
Current Treatment Guidelines  
A stepped-care model has been proposed by the Department of Health for England for 
psychological interventions after stroke (Gilham and Clarke 2011) but evidence for it is 
limited, largely at the case-series level and little specificity is provided for the most 
appropriate intervention within each level (Kneebone 2016; Intercollegiate Stroke Working 
Party, 2016).  
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The stepped care approach aims to makes the most efficient use of resources. ‘Level one’ for 
those with ‘sub-threshold problems’ is aimed at preventing the emergence of mental health 
disorders. ‘Level two’ is intended for those with ‘mild to moderate symptoms’ and includes 
support groups or brief psychological intervention (commonly brief Cognitive Behavioural 
Therapy, CBT), advice and information for adjustment, motivational interviewing and 
relaxation training. It can be provided by multidisciplinary team members trained in 
psychological care. ‘Level three’ is aimed for those with severe and persistent disorders of 
mood or cognition and is generally provided by clinical psychologists with competence in 
adapted CBT and neuropsychology.  
The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE, 2013) however report poor 
access to psychological care post-stroke. Along with the limited evidence on which to guide 
which psychotherapeutic intervention to use, there is little robust evidence for standard 
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) for depression in stroke survivors (Hackett et al. 
2008b; Broomfield et al. 2010). Furthermore cognitive-behavioural based interventions may 
be challenging to deliver in the presence of stroke related cognitive impairments without 
specialist neuropsychological expertise (Baylan et al. 2016; Broomfield et al. 2011) as their 
efficacy is dependent on considerable effort (Chun et al. 2015).  
Additionally, such a stepped-care model may not be generalisable to all stroke patients as 
many are older, more prone to fatigue and commonly suffer from communication difficulties 
and anosognosia meaning CBT-based interventions may be poorly tolerated (Chun et al. 
2015). It is also unclear how sustained its effect may be on cessation of therapist input (Mohr 
et al. 2012).  
Advancing neuropsychological therapies for those post-stroke and finding more robust 
evidence for which psychological interventions will be most effective for different subgroups 
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of stroke survivors has been recommended by NICE (CG 162, 2013). At present there is no 
specific NICE guidance for post-stroke anxiety and depression. The British Psychological 
Society (BPS, 2011) also recommend more research be conducted into the use of other 
psychological therapies to CBT.   
Mindfulness-Based Interventions  
Originating from ancient Buddhist meditative traditions, Mindfulness has found recent 
popularity in Western psychology with a surge of evidence purporting to show its beneficial 
effect in improving wellbeing (Keng et al. 2011; Davis and Hayes 2011). The most 
extensively employed and evaluated mindfulness-based interventions are group-based 
Mindfulness Based Cognitive Therapy (MBCT; Segal et al. 2013) and Mindfulness Based 
Stress Reduction (MBSR; Kabat-Zinn 2013). Generally defined as the quality of 
consciousness or awareness that arises through intentionally attending to present moment 
experience in a non-judgemental and accepting way (Kabat-Zinn 1994), mindfulness group 
protocols comprise a mixture of practical meditation, discussion and psychoeducation. 
Courses are typically eight or nine weeks long, consisting of two and a half hour-long 
sessions per week and are attended by 10-30 participants (Grossman et al. 2004). There is 
emphasis on regular and repeated practice with forty-five minutes daily recommended. 
Sessions cover particular exercises and topics that are examined within the context of 
mindfulness. This might include different forms of mindfulness meditation practice through 
mindful awareness during yoga postures or mindfulness during stressful situations and social 
interactions. Meditation exercises involve following spoken instruction to attend to certain 
sensory and mental aspects of experience during, for example mindful stretching, walking or 
body scan, noticing when attention drifts elsewhere and returning to the task 
nonjudgmentally. Mindfulness is based on the philosophy that human suffering develops in 
part by efforts to struggle with and avoid our own psychological and emotional pain (Segal et 
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al. 2002). Practice focuses on finding new ways to relate to thoughts; to accept them as 
passing events that do not necessarily represent reality.  
Evidence of Mindfulness Based Interventions’ Efficacy  
There is a growing body of evidence in support of Mindfulness Based Intervention’s (MBI’s) 
efficacy in improving clinical and non-clinical psychological outcomes which has propelled 
its popularity in clinical applications and research (Gu et al. 2015). Randomised controlled 
trials report strong evidence for the efficacy of MBIs on common mental health difficulties 
including anxiety (Green and Bieling, 2012; Hofmann et al. 2010), risk of relapse for 
depression (Kuyken et al. 2008; Teasdale et al. 2000), current depressive symptoms (Strauss 
et al. 2014), quality of life (Godfrin and van Heeringen, 2010), and stress (Chiesa and 
Serretti, 2009). Mindfulness-based interventions have also become increasingly popular in 
various areas of chronic disease management over the last 30 years (Simpson et al. 2014) 
with growing evidence of their use in rehabilitation and reducing distress (Lazaridou et al. 
2013). A meta-analysis of both controlled and observational studies exploring MBSR in a 
range of chronic conditions including cancer, pain and heart disease reported a moderate 
overall effect size (Cohen’s d=0.5) suggesting its ability to help everyday coping with 
distress and disability, as well as with more serious disorders (Grossman et al. 2004). Another 
meta-analysis and conceptual review of MBSR by Baer (2003) reported consistent 
improvements across a spectrum of mental health measures, health parameters of physical 
well-being, such as medical symptoms, pain, physical impairment, and functional quality-of-
life estimates.   
Mindfulness Based Interventions in Neurological Conditions 
Stroke and Multiple Sclerosis (MS) are both chronic conditions that affect the brain, and can 
produce a combination of cognitive, emotional, fatigue, speech and movement related 
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difficulties. Although MS is a progressive disease characterised by inflammation and 
demyelination of the central nervous system, both conditions are substantially disabling and 
characterised by multiple losses (e.g. of physical function).  Anxiety and depression is 
elevated in both groups compared to the population at large (Gainotti et al. 2016) which 
contributes significantly to reduced quality of life (Rickards, 2006). In a small sample of 16 
patients of diverse diagnoses including epilepsy, Multiple Sclerosis (MS), brain tumours and 
acquired brain injury, mindfulness has been shown to exert a medium-to-large effect size on 
anxiety (d=0.70) and depression (d=0.71; Detert and Douglass 2014).   
Mindfulness based interventions are thought to have a more sustained effect, given the 
emphasis on self-practice, and thus operate in a different manner to CBT. Grossman et al. 
(2010) report encouraging six-month follow-up effect sizes on anxiety (d=0.64), depression 
(d=0.66) for MS sufferers following structured 8-week MBI programme. Mindfulness over 
Skype has also shown promise (Bogosian et al. 2015) in MS patients, with effect sizes 
increasing at 3-month follow up for depression (d=0.65 post intervention, d=0.53 at follow 
up) and anxiety (d=0.4 post intervention, d=0.86 at follow up) following the therapist-led 
group-based intervention, delivered online.  
Another neurological population found to benefit from MBI is that of brain injured 
individuals. Although stroke is conceptualised as an organic brain injury, both groups may 
experience substantial cognitive impairment as well as physical, speech-related and 
emotional changes following the event. In mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI), Azulay et al. 
(2013) reported a ten-week modified MBSR course along with conventional rehabilitation led 
to clinically meaningful improvements in perceived self-efficacy (d=0.50) and measures of 
quality of life (d=0.43). In Traumatic Brain Injury, quality of life scores have found to 
improve (d=0.34) and depression symptoms reduce (d=0.31) following a 12-week MBSR 
course (Bédard et al. 2003).  
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Mindfulness Based Interventions in Stroke 
One systemtic review to date (Lawrence et al. 2013) has demonstrated a positive trend in 
favour of the therapeutic benefits of MBIs in stroke on anxiety, depression, mental fatigue, 
blood pressure, perceived health and quality of life but concluded further methodologically 
robust trials were needed to draw any firm conclusions. Their review focused on the potential 
role of MBIs in reducing perceived psychological stress as a secondary intervention to 
prevent further strokes. Although an association has been suggested, the role of MBI’s in 
reducing this risk has yet to be elucidated.  
Qualitative studies have reported favourable partipant feedback following MBIs from stroke 
survivors. Improvements in sleep, anxety, relaxation and rehabilitation have been reported 
(Goodrich et al. 2014; Mavaddat et al. 2017) but interventions are typically modified, and 
participants potentially highly motivated to derive positive effects. No adverse events were 
reported however, and one case study indicated reduced anxiety scores following a four-week 
one-to-one mindfulness intervention with a post-stroke non-fluent aphasic patient. (Dickinson 
et al. 2017) indicating mindfulness may be well suited to this population.  
As mindfulness addresses common pathways of anxiety regulation, cognitive decentring, 
self-care and behavioural change it may be appropriate for mixed and diverse groups with 
differing individual needs, such as stroke survivors. As mindfulness aims to develop long-
term coping skills with emphasis on enhancing quality of life, it may be particularly relevant 
to people with chronic post-stroke disability, low perceived self-efficacy and social isolation. 
Mindfulness may be particularly suited to neurological conditions, where psychological stress 
is a factor (Deterte, 2015), offering an alternative to the traditional biomedical approach.  
The use of acceptance models, helping individuals distinguish between function and physical 
losses and self-worth, may aid the adjustment process post-stroke (Mehta et al. 2012). 
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Townend et al. (2010) suggests letting go of unfavourable comparisons with the past and 
judging one’s ability in the present may help stroke survivors accept their present levels of 
functioning. Mindfulness, with its emphasis on acceptance and present moment focus, rather 
than ruminative patterns of thought, may offer a means to achieve this. Additionally, new, 
group-based activities may help develop a new social role function for the individual whilst 
also providing a sense of enjoyment and accomplishment. Landreville et al. (2009) found that 
adaptation to stroke is influenced by various factors during the different stages of stroke 
recovery. At six-months post-stroke, adjustment and low mood is directly linked to activity 
restriction in social roles, thus providing social integration through a mindfulness-based 
group intervention may serve to alleviate this.  
Aim of This Literature Review  
The growing popularity of mindfulness has seen MBSR made available in the NHS for stress, 
chronic pain and anxiety, and MBCT available, and supported by NICE, for chronic 
depression.  With mind-body approaches already integrated into recovery from other health 
conditions such as chronic pain and cancer (Wadden, 2013), mindfulness-based approaches 
may be a viable approach for stroke (Wahbeh, 2008).  
The aim of this literature review is to investigate the current evidence for mindfulness-based 
interventions for post-stroke psychological difficulties, chiefly anxiety and depression. It 
aims to update and refine the only systematic review to date (Lawrence et al. 2013) in light of 
the burgeoning literature on the positive psychological effects of mindfulness (Keng et al. 
2011), and focus primarily on psychological outcomes following MBI rather than 
psychosocial stress as a secondary intervention to reduce further strokes.  
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Method 
Search Strategy 
A comprehensive review of the existing published literature was conducted from 1980 up to 
June 2018. Bibliographic databases (AMED, BNI, CINAHL, EMBASE, HBE, PubMed, 
HMIC, MEDLINE, PsycINFO) were searched, via NICE Open Athens Healthcare Databases 
Advanced Search (HDAS). In an effort to identify further published, unpublished or ongoing 
trials the following additional resources were utilised:   
• Web of Science  
• Cochrane Library 
• DARE trial database / NIHR Centre for Reviews and Dissemination (CRD) 
• Clinical Trials Register  
• Google Scholar 
• Mendeley Suggest  
• TRIP Database  
In addition, bibliographies were scanned, forward and backwards tracking of relevant 
citations undertaken and notable researchers and authors in the field contacted directly (in 
cases of trial protocols).  
Search terms used when searching* HDAS and amended for use in other databases can be 
seen overleaf in table 1.  
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Table 1. Search Terms Used  
Generic Term Specific Search Terms Used 
Stroke poststroke OR post-stroke OR CVA OR SAH OR 
Ischaemic OR Haemorrhagic OR cardioembolic 
stroke 
Mindfulness  Mindfulness OR Mindful* OR Mindfulness-based 
cognitive therapy OR Mindfulness-based stress 
reduction OR MBI OR MBSR OR MBCT  
Rehabilitation OR intervention OR self-help OR 
intervention OR course OR psychological therapy OR 
therapy 
Psychological Outcome  anxiety OR depression OR mood OR quality of life 
OR wellbeing OR psycholog* OR stress OR 
psychosocial  
*In title and abstract.  
As existing literature points to the relative novelty of MBIs only being extensively studied in 
the last 30 years or so, limits were set from 1980. The first search was conducted in August 
2017, repeated in December 2017 and again in June 2018.  
 
Selection Criteria 
Following removal of duplicates, titles and abstracts were screened for relevance.  Full-text 
articles were accessed and assessed for eligibility where it was unclear from the abstract 
whether the study met our eligibility criteria. Studies were included in the final review if they 
met the SPIO (study design, population, intervention and outcome) criteria listed overleaf:  
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Study Design – Any intervention design (including case series, pilot or feasibility 
study, randomised controlled trial). Qualitative only studies and single case studies 
were excluded.  
Population - Adults over 18 years of age, post-stroke (of any form - ischaemic, 
brainstem, haemorrhagic or Subarachnoid haemorrhage), regardless of number of 
strokes. We excluded solely TIA (Transient Ischemic Attack), brain injured (mTBI, 
TBI), hypertensive and post-concussive syndrome populations.  
Intervention – Recognised formal Mindfulness intervention - Mindfulness-based 
Cognitive Therapy (MBCT) or Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction (MBSR) 
delivered either face-to-face (in groups) or online (e.g., web-delivered). Studies that 
utilised Transcendental Meditation, relaxation, music listening, general 
rehabilitation, exercise and/or yoga as the primary or as a combined intervention 
alongside mindfulness were excluded.  
Outcomes – Psychological measures of anxiety and depression were our primary 
outcome measures of interest.  
 
Only full text accessible articles from peer reviewed journals were included. We excluded 
conference abstracts, poster presentations, papers in preparation and dissertation abstracts. 
 
Data Extraction 
Data including details of study design, population, methods and outcome measures used were 
extracted from all papers by the first author (VS). 
Data Synthesis  
Due to the heterogeneous nature of the papers’ methodologies and differing levels of reported 
results, meta-analysis was not possible. Therefore, results have been narratively synthesised.  
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Quality Appraisal 
Quality appraisal was assessed using Thomas et al. (2004) Effective Public Health Practice 
Project (EPHPP, 1998) Quality Assessment Tool for Quantitative Studies (see Armijo-Olivo 
et al. 2012).  
Calculation of Effect Sizes 
Some studies provided effect sizes, others only individual scores and means, pre-and post-
intervention so effect sizes were calculated by hand using formula (Cohen's d = (M2 - M1) ⁄ 
SDpooled. When scores were not reported, the authors were contacted but no response given. 
These studies (Johansson et al. 2012; Johansson et al. 2015a) were retained as data (including 
stroke-only data) was able to be extracted from another recent systematic review (Lawrence 
et al. 2013).  
 
Results 
Database searching retrieved 434 records. Bibliography scanning revealed one additional 
study and consultation of web-based resources revealed one further study.  
Contact with researchers yielded a study protocol investigating mindful music listening for 
stroke survivors (Baylan et al. 2016; Baylan et al. 2018) and another investigating 
mindfulness-based meditation for stroke survivors at risk of falls (T. Liu-Ambrose, in 
preparation, personal communication, August, 2017). Neither met inclusion criteria so were 
not included in this review.  
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After removal of duplicates, 350 abstracts were screened with 334 studies excluded as they 
did not fit criteria outlined above. Eleven full-text articles were assessed for eligibility. Only 
five articles were found to meet full inclusion criteria (see figure 1).  
Studies employing interventions in which the MBI was combined with another intervention 
were excluded. For example, one study investigating ‘integrated rehabilitation’ (Magnusson 
et al. 2010) was excluded as mindfulness was incorporated as part of a self-help manual 
combined with acupuncture, confounding its role. Studies investigating yoga were excluded 
(see Lazaridou et al. 2013). Although yoga is taught in most MBI programmes, and MBSR 
evolved from combing yoga with meditative practices, it is considered only a component of 
what is now recognised as formal MBSR.   
Some included studies presented mixed populations, such as mTBI and stroke (Johansson et 
al. 2012; Johansson et al. 2015a). Where possible results for stroke-only participants are 
reported.  
Due to the small number of eligible studies, no papers were excluded if they were of low-
quality.  
Studies were published in a range of journal types. Merriman et al. (2015)’s study was 
published in Clinical Psychology Forum which aims to publish articles of relevance and 
interest to members of the UK BPS Division of Clinical Psychology and may not employ the 
same level of peer review as other journals in which studies in this review were published 
(Brain Injury, Mindfulness, The Journal of Cognitive Rehabilitation and The Korean 
Neurosurgical Journal). It is also noteworthy two studies were conducted by the same 
research group (Johansson et al. (2012) and Johansson et al. (2015a).  
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Figure 1. Flow diagram of Study Selection Process (PRISMA Group; Mohrer, 2009). 
 
 
 
A summary of the studies main characteristics can be seen overleaf in Table 1.  
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Table 1. Summary of Included Studies Main Characteristics 
Study and 
Location 
Design Participants Intervention 
Primary 
Outcome 
(Measure) 
 
Secondary Outcomes 
(Measure) 
Main Findings 
 
Johansson, Bjuhr 
and Rönnbäck 
(2012) 
 
Sweden 
Waitlist 
RCT 
Total n=29 
(18 stroke) 
 
 
MBSR  Mental 
Fatigue 
(MFS) 
 
 
Anxiety and Depression 
(CPRS) 
Cognitive tests (TMT)  
Improvements in mental fatigue and 
neuropsychological tests of 
information processing speed and 
attention.  
No pre-post differences in anxiety and 
depression scores however 
improvement over time (at 3-month 
follow up).  
Johansson, 
Bjuhr, Karlsson, 
Karlsson and 
Ronnback, 
(2015) 
 
Sweden 
Feasibility 
Study 
Total n=34 
(18 stroke) 
  
 
MBSR face to 
face and MBSR 
delivered live 
over the internet  
Mental 
Fatigue 
(MFS) 
 
Anxiety and Depression 
(CPRS) 
Self-Compassion (SCS)  
Neuropsychological Tests 
(Digit Symbol Coding 
from WAIS-III and 
attentional blink test)  
Reduced mental fatigue and improved 
cognitive functioning in internet group 
compared to face-to-face and control 
groups.  
Decreased anxiety and depression, 
especially for internet group.  
Improved self-compassion.  
Joo, Lee, Chung 
and Shin (2010) 
 
Korea 
Case 
Series  
n=11 (SAH) MBSR  Depression 
(BDI)  
 
Anxiety (STAI) 
Physical stress (PSI) 
Heart Rate Variability 
(HRV) 
Depression scores fell significantly. 
State and trait anxiety fell with 
borderline significance.  
Improvements in physiology - 
borderline significant differences in 
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 Blood Pressure  blood pressure, significant decrease in 
PSI. HRV reduced. 
Merriman, 
Walker, 
Bircham, Easton 
and Maddicks 
(2015) 
 
UK 
Pilot Study 
 
n=4 (stroke)  MBCT  
 
Quality of 
Life (WHO 
QoL) 
Mindfulness 
(FFMQ) 
Anxiety and 
Depression 
(HADS) 
Attention 
(RSAP)  
Semi-structured interviews Longer meditations difficult. Body 
scan challenging for those with 
hemiplegia. Adaptions needed. 
Attending the group was positive as it 
provided opportunity to share 
experiences and develop useful skills.  
Anxiety scores fell from borderline to 
subclinical range. Depression scores 
were subclinical pre and post 
intervention. 
Moustgaard, 
Bedard and 
Felteau, (2007) 
Canada 
Pilot Case 
Series  
n=23 (stroke)  
 
MBCT  Anxiety 
(BAI)   
 
Depression (BDI, HADS).  
Quality of Life (SSQoL) 
General Health (SF-36)  
Significant improvements maintained 
at 3-month follow up in anxiety, 
depression, health and quality of life.  
Legend: BAI – Beck Anxiety Inventory (Beck et al. 1988) 
BDI – Beck Depression Inventory (Beck et al. 1961) 
BP – Blood Pressure 
CPRS - Comprehensive Psychopathological Rating Scale (Åsberg et al. 
1978) 
FFMQ - Five Factor Mindfulness Questionnaire (Baer et al. 2006) 
HADS - Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (Zigmond and Snaithm 
1983) 
HRV - Heart Rate Variability  
MBCT – Mindfulness Based Cognitive Therapy (Segal et al. 2013) 
MBSR – Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction (Kabat-Zinn 2013) 
MFS – Mental Fatigue Scale (Johansson et al. 2010; Johansson et al. 2014a) 
PSI – Physical Stress Index  
RSAP - Rating Scale for Attentional Problems (Ponsford and Zinsella 1991)  
SAH - Subarachnoid haemorrhage 
SCS - Self-Compassion Scale (Neff 2003) 
SF-36 – Short Form (Health Survey) – 36 items (Ware and Sherbourne 1992) 
SSQoL – Stroke Specific Quality of Life (Williams et al. 1999) 
STAI – State Trait Anxiety Inventory (Spielberger et al. 1970) 
WHO QoL-Bref - WHO Quality of Life – Brief (WHOQOL Group 1998
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Summary of Included Studies  
Study Design 
Just two studies employed experimental designs - one a waitlist RCT (Johansson  
et al. 2012) and another a walking group as the active control condition 
(Johansson et al. 2015a) in addition to comparing MBSR face-to-face to MBSR 
delivered live on the internet. The other three studies employed observational 
designs – described as pilot or pilot case-series designs (Merriman et al. 2015; 
Moustgaard et al. 2007; Joo et al. 2010). Joo et al. (2010) were the only study to 
recruit from a clinical setting.  
Intervention Characteristics 
Both studies investigating MBCT (Merriman et al. 2015; Moustgaard et al. 2007) 
made alterations to the programme to meet the physical, emotional and 
accessibility needs of stroke survivors. For example, yoga portions were modified 
(Moustgaard et al. 2007) and participants were allowed to remain seated 
(Merriman et al. 2015). Moustgaard et al. (2007) adapted psychoeducation to be 
specific to stroke. Merriman et al. (2015) provided an audio version of handouts 
on CD and stickers to remind participants to complete mindful activity such as 
mindful teeth brushing. It is unclear how many weeks their adapted-MBCT group 
ran for whereas Moustgaard et al. (2007) followed the traditional nine-week (1 ¾ 
hours per week) programme. At-home practice was discussed with participants in 
both studies but was not formally measured.  
The three studies employing MBSR all followed the traditional eight-week, 2 ½ 
hour a week programme with one delivering the entire programme online 
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(Johannsson et al. 2015). Both Johansson et al. (2012) and Johansson et al. 
(2015a) followed the same core MBSR curriculum with Johansson et al. (2015a)’s 
online arm delivered over Adobe Connect web conferencing software. 
Participants used microphones and web cameras, allowing them to interact and 
converse with the MBSR instructor. Their programme also included group 
discussion to allow participants to share their experiences. They could see and 
hear all dialogue after the formal practice had taken place, enabling them to 
experience a sense of belonging to a group. The control group consisted of a 
walking group who met for eight weekly walking meetings. Those in the control 
group were later offered the opportunity to complete the Internet-Delivered 
MBSR programme. A face-to-face MBSR arm was also included. Participants in 
Joo et al. (2010) were trained in body scan, sitting meditation and Hatha yoga – 
core components of MBSR. Only participants in Johansson et al.’s (2012) study 
undertook a day long silent retreat. 
Participant Characteristics 
A total of 101 participants participated across all studies however 27 of these 
individuals had Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) meaning only 74 stroke survivors 
were included. Where possible data for stroke-only is presented. The smallest 
study involved just 4 participants (Merriman et al. 2015), and the largest 23 
(Moutsgaard et al. 2007). Participants were recruited via posters or local stroke 
groups (Merriman et al. 2015, Moustgaard et al. 2007), newspaper advertisements 
(Johansson et al. 2012; Johansson et al. 2015a) or a research group’s website 
(Johansson et al. 2015a).  Johansson et al. (2015a) report difficulties recruiting the 
required number of participants for their internet-delivered MBSR group in the 
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Gothenburg region so opened recruitment to the whole of Sweden. Seven 
participants did not wish to join the Internet group owing to personal reasons or 
difficulties using a computer for long periods so were allowed to join the face-to-
face MBSR group. Therefore only ten participants were truly randomised.  
Participants’ ages across all studies were notably younger than the general stroke 
population with the mean age at first stroke in the UK being 77 years for women 
and 71 years for men (Lee, Shafe & Cowie, 2011) but may be conflated by our 
inability to exclude TBI victims who are generally younger.  Full details of 
participant characteristics can be seen overleaf in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Participant Characteristics  
 Johansson 
et al. (2012) 
Johansson 
et al. 
(2015a) 
Joo et al. 
(2010) 
Merriman 
et al. 
(2015) 
Moustgaard 
et al. (2007) 
Condition 18 Stroke  
11 TBI 
18 Stroke 
16 TBI 
11 SAH 
 
4 Stroke 
 
23 Stroke 
 
Numbers 
Recruited/ 
Randomised 
29 initially 
randomised 
to MBSR 
group 1 
(n=15) or 
control 
(n=14). 
 
 
38 initially 
randomised 
to MBSR 
face to face 
(n=12), 
MBSR 
internet 
(n=16) or 
walking 
control 
(n=10). 
28 originally 
recruited.  
4 
originally 
recruited. 
32 initially 
recruited.  
Attrition Rate 24.1% 
 
15.8% 
 
60.7% 
 
0% 23.3%  
 
Age  54.1 (6.74) 48.2 (10.5) 38-65  47-62  63.3 (11.8) 
% Male  57 18 46 75 74 
Time since 
stroke/injury 
(years) 
3.3 - 10.5  1 - 42.8  min. 6 
months 
1 – 4   Average 3.5   
 
Type/Location 
of Stroke  
NR NR SAH Ischaemic 
Stroke 
NR 
Inclusion 
Criteria 
Stroke or 
TBI min. 12 
months ago, 
Mental 
Fatigue for 
min. 1 year.  
Stroke or 
TBI, Mental 
fatigue for 
min. 6 
months.  
Previous 
SAH surgery, 
experiencing 
psychological 
problems.  
Post-
stroke 
Post-stroke, 
aged 30+. 
Psychiatric 
Medication 
Status 
Reported NR Reported NR NR  
Prior 
Diagnosis of 
Anxiety or 
Depression 
NR NR NR NR Anxiety 0 
(Post stroke 1) 
Depression 1 
(Post stroke 7)  
Prev. therapy 5 
Cognitive 
Impairment  
Glasgow 
Outcome 
Scale (GOS) 
of 5 
required. 
Significant 
impairment 
excluded. 
Significant 
impairment 
excluded  
Glasgow 
Outcome 
Scale (GOS) 
of 5 required.  
NR MMSE score 
≥25 required.   
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Exclusion 
Criteria  
Significant 
psychiatric 
or 
neurological 
comorbidity.  
Significant 
psychiatric 
or 
neurological 
comorbidity. 
Previous 
MBSR. 
Receiving 
another 
psychological 
intervention. 
Severe 
psychiatric 
diagnosis. 
Taking 
psychiatric 
medication. 
NR Severe 
psychiatric 
diagnosis.  
Numbers 
Completed  
Total 
completers 
n=22. 
 
12 
completed 
MBSR 
group 1 (3 
drop outs).  
 
4 dropped 
out of the 
control arm.  
 
MBSR 
group 2, 
formed of 
the control 
group was 
completed 
by 10 
participants 
(0 drop 
outs). 
Total 
completers 
n=32. 
 
12 
completed 
MBSR face 
to face (0 
drop outs).  
 
13 
completed 
MBSR 
internet (3 
drop outs).  
 
9 completed 
the walking 
control (1 
drop out).  
 
MBSR 
internet 
group 2 
(formed of 
the control 
group) was 
completed 
by 7 
participants 
(2 drop 
outs). 
Total 
completers 
n=11. 
 
(17 drop outs) 
 
Total 
completers 
n=4.  
 
(0 drop 
outs) 
Total 
completers 
n=23.  
 
2 unable to 
find 
transportation 
to sessions. Of 
the remaining 
30, 15 were 
initiated into 
two groups.  
 
8 completed 
group 1 (7 
drop outs).  
 
15 completed 
group 2.  
 
21 completed 
the 3-month 
follow up 
questionnaires.  
 
Legend:  
GOS - Glasgow Outcome Scale 
MBCT – Mindfulness Based Cognitive Therapy 
MBSR – Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction 
MMSE - Mini Mental State Examination 
NR Not reported 
SAH - Subarachnoid haemorrhage 
TBI – Traumatic Brain Injury 
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Those investigating mental fatigue primarily used a diagnosis of mental fatigue as 
an inclusion criterion (Johansson et al. 2012; Johansson et al. 2015a). Merriman et 
al. (2015) and Moutsgaard et al. (2007) did not employ formal inclusion criteria, 
whereas Joo et al. (2010) recruited those who were described as “experiencing 
anxiety, depression etc” (p.246) following SAH surgery but no formal screening 
or diagnostic tool was described. Cognitive functioning was assessed in three out 
of five studies using the Glasgow Outcome Scale (GOS) or Mini Mental State 
Examination (MMSE). ‘Severe’ cognitive impairment was stated as an exclusion 
criterion in all but one study (Merriman et al. 2015).  
Details of stroke type, location and number of strokes was relatively sparse. Only 
Moustgaard et al. (2007) reported participants’ involvement in previous 
psychological therapy or mindfulness training. Merriman et al. (2015) indicated 
previous psychological therapy was discussed during post-intervention semi-
structured interviews but no further details on type or duration is given.  
Moustgaard et al. (2007) reported the highest number of participant characteristics 
including education, employment, marital status, whether the participant had 
multiple strokes (2 of whom, 8.7% had), whether aphasia and paresis was present, 
lateralisation of the stroke and handedness. Merriman et al. (2015) reported each 
participant’s location, type and time-since stroke and a summary of their stroke-
related physical, emotional and cognitive symptomatology. Two participants in 
Merriman et al.’s (2015) study were described as experiencing ‘reduced attention’ 
or ‘reduced memory and attentional abilities’. Joo et al. (2010) reported the 
location of the aneurysm of patients, treatment method, severity of subarachnoid 
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haemorrhage, length of follow up period, smoking, alcohol, past history and 
medication (including psychiatric drug) status.  
Attrition Rates  
Attrition rates ranged from 0 – 60.71%. The highest rate of attrition was reported 
in Joo et al. (2010) with 17 patients dropping out during the course of the study. 
This may potentially be due to participant’s recent surgery and additional physical 
rehabilitation needs. All studies analysed completers only. Reported reasons for 
drop out by Moustgaard et al. (2007), Johansson et al. (2012) and Johansson et al. 
(2015a) included time constraints, other commitments, cognitive difficulties, lack 
of motivation, fatigue, recent bereavement, dislike of the style of exercise, 
transportation issues and lack of interest.  Attendance at sessions, or adherence, 
was not reported in any study.  
Quality Appraisal  
Global Quality Rating 
The quality of included studies was appraised using Thomas et al. (2004) Quality 
Assessment Tool for Quantitative Studies (see Table 3). Two studies received 
‘weak’ global ratings (Joo et al. 2010; Merriman et al. 2015) with two or more 
‘weak’ individual component ratings. The remaining three received ‘moderate’ 
global ratings (Johansson et al., 2012; Johansson et al., 2015a; Moustgaard et al. 
2007) with only one individual ‘weak’ component rating. Had the blinding 
component been removed two studies (Johansson et al., 2012; Moustgaard et al, 
2007) would have received ‘strong’ global ratings (i.e. no ‘weak’ ratings), and Joo 
et al. (2010) a ‘moderate’ global rating.    
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Quality Assessment  
Four out of five studies recruited self-selecting participants. Joo et al. (2010) 
initially recruited 28 participants from a hospital setting who ‘wished to 
participate,’ of whom only 11 completed the study. It is unclear how many 
potential participants were invited to participate or how the study was advertised. 
All had experienced SAH (Subarachnoid haemorrhage), a serious condition which 
can be fatal, but accounts for approximately only 1 in 20 strokes in the UK. 
Reasons for drop out were not listed, however reasons were cited in Moustgaard 
et al. (2007), Johansson et al. (2012) and Johannsson et al. (2015a) and included 
time constraints, travel to sessions and tiredness.  
A randomised study design was only employed in two of the five included studies 
– Johansson et al. (2012) and Johannsson et al. (2015a), but the method of 
randomisation was not described. Further, a notable number of patients (seven) 
expressed a preference to join the face-to-face MBSR group in Johansson et al. 
(2015a) citing reasons such as not wanting to attend an internet group or having 
difficulty using a computer for a long period so participants were only randomised 
‘when possible’. Intention to treat analysis was conducted in order to account for 
this when exploring the effect of the intervention on mental fatigue ratings. Being 
only small pilot or case series designs, no control group was used in Merriman et 
al. (2015), Moustgaard et al. (2007) or Joo et al. (2010). The consistency of the 
intervention (i.e. attendance at sessions) was not reported except for by Johansson 
et al. (2015a) who reported amount of home practice. Merriman et al. (2015) 
indicated home practice was discussed at interview but not formally measured.  
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Just Johansson et al. (2012) and Johannsson et al. (2015a) reported potential 
confounding differences groups prior to the intervention: Johansson et al. (2012) 
reported no significant differences in age and education between MBSR and 
control waitlist group, however the control group had had a longer time since 
brain injury or stroke but no variables correlated significantly with this. 
Moustgaard et al. (2007)’s participants were asked if they had a previous or 
current diagnosis of anxiety or depression or had received previous psychological 
therapy. Merriman et al. (2015) reported one participant had practised 
mindfulness meditation before their stroke but psychiatric diagnosis, medication 
status or previous psychological therapy were not reported.  
No studies describe blinding the assessors, investigators or participants to the 
research question. In these types of intervention studies however it would be 
impossible to blind mindfulness instructors and participants to the research 
question, hence if removed, overall global ratings would improve for three 
studies.  
Three-month follow up data was only presented for two studies (Johansson et al, 
2012; Moustgaard et al. 2007). Appropriate statistical analysis was conducted in 
the majority of studies however only pre-post raw scores were presented by 
Merriman et al. (2015). Means and standard deviations of scores were not 
reported by Johansson et al. (2012), despite contacting the authors, so effect sizes 
could not be calculated. Stroke-only p values were reported by Lawrence et al. 
(2013). Moustgaard et al. (2007) reported Eta² effect sizes. See Table 3. overleaf 
for a summary of the quality appraisal using Thomas et al. (2004) Quality 
Assessment Tool for Quantitative Studies. 
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Table 3. Summary of Quality Appraisal of Included Studies  
 Johansson 
et al. 
(2012) 
Johansson 
et al. 
(2015a) 
Joo et al. 
(2010) 
Merriman 
et al. 
(2015) 
Moustgaard 
et al. (2007) 
Selection Bias Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate 
Representativeness 
of target population 
Somewhat 
likely 
Somewhat 
likely 
Somewhat 
likely 
Not likely  Not likely 
%age agreed to 
participate 
100% 
 
75% 
 
<60% 100% 
 
77%  
 
Study Design Strong Strong Moderate Weak Moderate 
Design RCT RCT Cohort  Cohort  Cohort  
Method of 
randomisation 
Not 
described 
Not 
described  
n/a n/a n/a 
Confounders Strong Strong Moderate Moderate Moderate 
Differences in 
group pre-
intervention? 
No  Yes Can’t tell Can’t tell No 
Controlled for? n/a Yes n/a n/a n/a 
Blinding Weak Weak Weak Weak Weak 
Were assessors 
aware of 
intervention status? 
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Were participants 
aware of the 
research question? 
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Data 
Collection 
Methods 
Moderate Moderate Strong Strong Strong 
Validity in Stroke Unclear Unclear Yes Yes Yes 
Reliable Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Withdrawals 
and Dropouts 
Moderate Strong Weak  Strong Moderate 
Reported Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
%age Completed 75% 84% 39% 100% 77% 
Intervention 
Integrity  
Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate 
%age Received 
Allocated 
Intervention 
Yes <60% 100% of 
completers 
100% 100% 
Was Consistency 
Measured? 
No Yes No No Unclear 
Analyses Strong Strong Strong Weak Strong 
Appropriate 
statistical methods? 
Yes Yes (ITT) Yes No Yes 
Analysis performed 
by allocation 
status? 
Yes Yes Yes No Yes 
Global Rating Moderate* Moderate Weak* Weak Moderate* 
*Global Rating if 
Blinding 
component 
removed 
Strong  Moderate  Strong 
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Outcomes 
This review sought to assess the effect of MBIs on psychological outcomes, 
namely depression and anxiety. These were the primary outcomes of interest in 
three of the five included studies (Merriman et al. (2015), Moustgaard et al. 
(2007) and Joo et al. (2010)). Mental fatigue ratings were the primary outcomes of 
interest in Johansson et al. (2012) and Johansson et al. (2015a), with 
psychological outcomes secondary. See Table 4. for a Summary of Psychological 
Outcomes. Reliability and validity of the data collection tools used were not 
described in detail in any study, nor was their specificity to stroke survivors 
described. It is unclear how valid the CPRS is for stroke survivors.  
Psychological Outcomes  
Depression    
Moustgaard et al. (2007) reported significantly reduced BDI-II and HADS-
depression scores at post-test and 3-month follow up with large effect sizes 
(d=0.62 and d=0.42 respectively). Johansson et al. (2012) reported no significant 
differences in CPRS scores for depression between the MBSR groups and control 
on pre- and post-test but at 3-month follow up, significantly decreased scores 
were detected. When TBI victims scores were removed from the analysis however 
(as reported by Lawrence et al. 2013), results became non-significant. Mean 
scores were not supplied but it is reported “the anxiety and depression scores 
were low” (p.1625). The sample size was very small and the study underpowered 
which the authors felt explained the results and meant they could not rule out a 
type II error. Johansson et al. (2015a) found internet MBSR significantly 
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improved CPRS depression scores (d=0.53). Scores also reduced in face to face 
MBSR but these were non-significant. In Joo et al. (2010) Beck Depression 
Inventory (BDI) scores fell significantly from 18.5 to 9.5, producing a large effect 
size (d=0.98, p=0.013).  Merriman et al. (2015) reported raw and group average 
pre-and post-MBI scores. Two participants whose depression scores (of 10 and 8) 
were above cut-off for clinical caseness (8/21, Bjelland et al. 2002) on the HADS 
improved by the end of the course, but the average pre-post changes (7 and 6) 
were statistically non-significant and below clinical caseness.  
Taken together, effect sizes found MBIs for depression ranged from medium to 
large in three studies investigating MBCT and MBSR both face-to-face (Joo et al. 
2010; Moustgaard et al. 2007) and online (Johansson et al. (2015a).  However, 
effects were non-significant in the face-to-face MBSR arm of the same study by 
Johansson et al. (2015a; d=0.23, p=0.294). Johansson et al. (2012) found no effect 
of face-to-face MBSR nor did Merriman et al. (2015) of MBCT on depression. 
Given their small number of participants however, and pilot and feasibility nature 
of their designs, it is probable that even quite sizeable effects would not have been 
statistically significant.   
Anxiety 
Moustgaard et al. (2007) reported a significant reduction in BAI total scores 
between pre-test and 3-month follow up (Eta² 0.5), but not between post-test and 
3-month follow up. The HADS anxiety subscale score demonstrated an overall 
significant improvement between pre-test and post-test, which was maintained at 
3-month follow up (Eta²=0.64). As with depression scores, in Johansson et al. 
(2012)’s study, CPRS anxiety scores were non-significant at post-test but 
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significant at 3-month follow up but again when TBI victims scores were removed 
from the analysis values became non-significant. As before the sample size was 
small and the study underpowered which the authors felt explained the results and 
meant they could not rule out a type II error.  
Johansson et al. (2015a) reported significantly decreased CPRS anxiety scores in 
their MBSR internet group with effect size of d=0.53, but nonsignificant changes 
in their face-to-face MBSR group. In Joo et al. (2010) trait anxiety scores fell with 
‘borderline significance’ (p=0.056) indicating a trend towards reduction. State 
anxiety also fell but the reduction was nonsignificant (p=0.091). The effect size of 
the MBI on trait anxiety was d=-0.76. In Merriman et al. (2015)’s study, two 
participants whose anxiety scores (15 and 8) were above cut-off for clinical 
caseness on the HADS improved by the end of the course, but the average pre-
post changes were non-significant. 
Therefore, both MBCT and MBSR delivered online demonstrated medium to 
large effects, as per Cohen’s benchmarks, on anxiety in two out of five studies - 
Moustgaard et al. (2007) and Johansson et al. (2015a). The remaining three 
studies demonstrated non or borderline significance effects of MBCT and MBSR 
on anxiety measures (Merriman et al. 2015; Johansson et al. 2012; Joo et al. 
(2010), but again with very small numbers of participants, these studies were 
underpowered and were not likely to have been definitive in any case.   
Table 4 (overleaf) summarises the effect sizes reported for each study on anxiety 
and depression outcomes: 
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Table 4. Summary of Psychological Outcomes  
Study Intervention 
Outcome 
(Measure) 
Pre-Post 
Intervention 
Effect Size d (p) 
Pre-3 Month Follow up 
Effect Size d (p) 
 
Johansson et 
al. (2012)* 
 
 
 
 
 
MBSR  
Group 1 
Depression 
(CPRS) 
 
‘not changed’ 
 
p=0.006 (TBI and stroke)  
p=0.096 (stroke only)* 
Anxiety 
(CPRS) 
‘not changed’ 
 
p=0.004 (TBI and stroke)  
p=0.094 (stroke only)* 
MBSR  
Group 2 
Depression 
(CPRS) 
 
‘not changed’ 
  
 
p=0.002 (TBI and stroke) 
p=0.089 (stroke only)* 
Anxiety 
(CPRS) 
‘not changed’ 
 
p=0.02 (TBI and stroke) 
p=0.120 (stroke only)* 
Control  Depression 
(CPRS) 
 
‘not changed’ 
 
‘not changed’ 
p=0.84 (TBI and stroke) 
p=0.947 (stroke only)* 
Anxiety 
(CPRS) 
‘not changed’ 
 
‘not changed’ 
p=0.79 (TBI and stroke) 
p=0.896 (stroke only)* 
Johansson et 
al. (2015a) 
MBSR Face to 
Face 
 
Depression 
(CPRS) 
d=0.23 (0.294)  
 
NR  
Anxiety 
(CPRS) 
d=0.27 (0.114)  
 
 
MBSR Internet 
 
 
 
Depression 
(CPRS) 
d=0.53 (0.015) 
 
NR 
Anxiety 
(CPRS) 
d=0.90 (0.011)  
Control Depression 
(CPRS) 
 
d=0 
 
 
NR  
Anxiety 
(CPRS) 
d=0.41 (0.127)   
Joo et al. 
(2010)  
MBSR  Depression 
(BDI)  
d=0.98 (0.013) NR  
Anxiety (SAI) d=0.62 (0.091) 
 
NR  
Anxiety (TAI)  d=0.76 (0.056) NR  
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Merriman et 
al. (2015)  
MBCT Depression 
(HADS) 
d=0.40 (0.171)  
 
NR  
Anxiety 
(HADS) 
d=0.84 (0.107) NR  
Moustgaard 
et al. (2007) 
MBCT Depression 
(BDI-II Total) 
 
d=1.52 (0.001) 
 
d=1.37 (0.001) 
Eta² = 0.62 
Depression 
(HADS D) 
 
d=0.94 (0.001) d=0.85 (0.001) 
Eta² = 0.42 
Anxiety (BAI 
Total)  
 
d=0.99 (0.001) 
 
d=1.09 (0.001) 
Eta² = 0.50 
Anxiety 
(HADS A) 
d=1.50 (0.001) d=1.25 (0.001) 
Eta² = 0.64 
*Raw scores/effect sizes not supplied. Stroke only data at 3-month follow-up accessed from 
Lawrence et al. (2013)  
Legend: NR – Not reported  
 
Other Outcomes  
Qualitative Outcomes 
Merriman et al. (2015) presented topics identified through semi-structured 
interviews with participants having undergone MBSR. Receiving audio and visual 
hand-outs and finding the group a useful opportunity to share experiences and 
develop useful skills to cope with stress, anger and sleep disturbance were 
recounted as positive experiences. Less favourable elements included the longer 
meditations because of attentional difficulties or fatigue, the body scan’s focus on 
both arms simultaneously in those with hemiplegia and elements of mindful 
movement. Focusing simply on sensations contrasted with their desire to achieve 
physical gains, “perhaps reflecting their predominantly physical and goal 
orientated rehabilitation” (p.28). Finally adopting mindful attitudes towards 
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‘acceptance’ and ‘non-striving’ “provoked heightened emotions, sensitivity and 
resistance” as it again contrasted with their motivations during rehabilitation - not 
accepting their limitations but striving to improve them - “if we didn’t try we 
would never have got any better” reported one participant (p.28).  
In addition to anxiety and depression scores, Merriman et al. (2015) reported pre-
and post-intervention scores for mindfulness, attention and quality of life. Scores 
improved favourably, except for quality of life, however significance or effect 
sizes were not reported. The two studies investigating the effect of MBI on mental 
fatigue, Johansson et al. (2012) and Johansson et al. (2015a), reported significant 
reductions following MBSR, with greater improvement in mental fatigue and 
cognitive function in the internet-delivered MBSR group of Johansson et al. 
(2015a). An intention-to-treat analysis with only the randomized participants (five 
in face to face MBSR and five in walking control group) detected a significant 
effect of group on mental fatigue ratings with a similar level of reduction, 25%, to 
what was found in their earlier (2012) study (F=7.7118, p=0.003). Self-
compassion scores also improved across all groups, including the walking control 
group, which the authors suggested may be due to the effect of being in a group.  
Johansson et al. (2012) revealed MBSR led to statistically significantly improved 
scores on cognitive tests of divided attention and processing speed. Attention and 
processing speed were also seen to improve following internet-delivered MSBR 
(Johansson et al. 2015a).  
Moustgaard et al. (2007) reported improvements on the majority of Stroke 
Specific Quality of Life (SSQol) indices (total Eta² =0.75) and the overall physical 
component score of the SF-36 with effect size Eta² = 0.5. The effect sizes were 
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considered to be ‘large’ when eta square was >0.14 as per Cohen’s benchmarks 
(Cohen, 1988) therefore the study boasted large effect sizes. The authors 
hypothesised reductions in anxiety and depression symptoms may have led to 
greater engagement in physical activities and these physical improvements 
occurred subsequently to improvements in anxiety and mood, although it is 
impossible to determine a causal link.  
Johansson et al. (2015a) was the only study to investigate possible correlations 
between amount of home practice and changes to mental fatigue ratings. No 
correlation was detected, nor was there any difference in the duration of home 
practice reported between groups. Only Joo et al. (2010) measured physiological 
changes following MBSR. Blood pressure was shown to decrease, but non-
significantly. Significant improvements were shown in measures of heart rate 
variability implying that homeostatic control of the autonomic nervous system 
improved. A significant reduction was also shown via reduced Physical Stress 
Index (PSI) measures. 
Discussion 
This systematic review of Mindfulness Based Interventions for stroke survivors 
identified five studies eligible for inclusion. It updates and refines the only 
published systematic review of MBIs for stroke to date, Lawrence et al. (2013) 
with the inclusion of two additional studies (Merriman et al. 2015 and Johansson 
et al. 2015a). Due to heterogeneity across studies, meta-analysis was not possible.  
Study designs were varied, with only two studies including controlled 
comparisons. All samples were self-selecting leading to a potential volunteer-bias 
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effect, as with Golding et al. (2016). Only one recruited directly from a clinical 
population (Joo et al. 2010) raising issues of generalisability. Further SAH is only 
representative of 5-10% of total UK strokes. Sample sizes were small, ranging 
from 4-23, with attrition rates ranging from 0-61% perhaps reflecting the 
difficulty in recruiting and retaining participants who have had a stroke and are 
willing to engage in a lengthy mindfulness-based intervention. The types of MBIs 
employed varied, with MBCT and MBSR both face-to-face and delivered live 
over the internet compared. However, all appeared to deliver a full minimum 
eight-week ‘course’ of MBSR or MBCT, with protocols comparable to traditional 
MBSR and MBCT. No adverse events were reported.  
Results suggest a positive trend in favour of the therapeutic benefits of MBIs in 
post-stroke anxiety and depression in line with previous meta-analysis dealing 
with related conditions (Grossman et al. 2004) but small numbers of participants 
may have prevented results conferring statistical significance and therefore 
equivalent effect sizes. Improvements were also noted in measures of mental 
fatigue, quality of life, cognition and physiological measures of heart rate 
variability and physical stress. Improvements in mental fatigue were shown to be 
sustained in an extended 8-month MBSR programme reported by Johansson et al. 
(2015b).   
Heterogeneity of study designs meant comparisons between treatment and control 
groups could not be made in three out of five studies, necessitating us to rely on 
within study-arm change. Additionally, for many participants it had been some 
years since their stroke. No study controlled for baseline symptoms of anxiety or 
depression or recruited participants who were experiencing clinically significant 
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difficulties. In light of these issues we await larger scale high quality trials to 
convincingly determine the true potential effectiveness of MBIs for stroke 
survivors.  
All three intervention subtypes (MBCT, MBSR group and MBSR internet) were 
shown to exert a beneficial effect on anxiety and depression but not uniformly 
across studies, and only one (Moustgaard et al. 2007) reported improvement was 
maintained at 3-month follow-up. Johansson et al.’s (2015a) results raise the 
possibility internet-delivered MBIs hold more promise for stroke survivors, in 
accordance with reported meta-analytic findings from online MBIs for general 
mental health. Spijkerman et al. (2016) reported small but significant beneficial 
effects on depression (g=0.29), anxiety (g=0.22) with the largest effect found for 
stress (g=0.51) following a meta-analysis of online MBIs. Subgroup analysis 
showed higher effect sizes for guided online MBIs rather than unguided online 
MBIs. Adherence at MBI sessions was not reported in any of the reported studies 
in this review. Adherence rates in the studies analysed by Spijkerman et al. (2016) 
varied between 35% and 92%.  
One study (Merriman et al. 2015) employed a mixed-methods design 
incorporating qualitative findings from interviews with participants of their 
MBCT group. This provided information about the adaptations needed to run 
MBIs for stroke survivors, the complicating role of fatigue and conceptualisation 
of mindfulness’ attitude of ‘non-striving’ contradicting early rehabilitation 
strategies.   
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Implications for Future Research and Practice  
With mood disorders in stroke survivors associated with increased morbidity and 
mortality (House et al. 2001; Pohjasvaara et al. 2001) as well as compromised 
rehabilitation (Shimoda and Robinson 1998) it is clear improving access to and 
treatment of psychological difficulties is an important area of future research. 
Ashburn (1997) estimates each ‘un-rehabilitated’ stroke patient costs society 
£64,000 more over the course of a lifetime compared to a rehabilitated patient. 
Changing how someone unthinkingly reacts or consciously responds to their 
stroke may offer a new means of hope and empowerment (Detert, 2015) helping 
them become less overwhelmed by their symptoms.  Mindfulness based 
interventions are thought to operate in a different manner to CBT (Kahl et al. 
2012) and might have a more sustained effect, given the strong emphasis on 
regular self-practice (Simpson et al. 2014). Mindfulness based interventions may 
also be beneficial as they are relatively cheap to deliver (Schroevers et al. (2016) 
and therefore attractive to service providers should more robust evidence of their 
efficacy in clinical samples be demonstrated.  
The high attrition rates across four out of five studies reviewed and difficulties 
with recruitment cited by Johansson et al. (2015a) suggest more research is 
needed to investigate the feasibility of MBIs specific to stroke survivors in the 
UK. Grossman et al. (2010) report extremely low attrition (<5%), and high 
attendance in their study of MBI for MS sufferers which contrasts with the 
findings of this review. Despite mobility problems participants travelled 
substantial distances to attend sessions, suggesting a strong desire from patients 
for treatments ‘complementary’ to medical management to improve coping. 
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Stroke survivors are typically older and may be less able to travel long distances 
meaning distant-delivery of interventions may be a welcome avenue of future 
investigation. 
The group format of MBSR and MBCT may be a barrier to care, particularly in 
older adults, when typically stroke occurs. Shorter individual or internet 
interventions are often preferred (Wahbeh et al. 2008). Internet delivered 
mindfulness has been found to be highly acceptable to older adults (aged 65-90; 
Wahbeh et al. 2016), with evidence of effectiveness of even very brief, two-week 
online MBIs (Gluck and Maercker, 2011). Distance, mobility issues and lack of 
transportation can be barriers to participation in stroke survivors (Johannson et al. 
2015b; Jani et al. 2018).  Thus, internet-delivered mindfulness interventions may 
hold potential for as they have tentatively demonstrated the ability to deliver an 
effective intervention in ameliorating anxiety and depression to large numbers of 
participants who may not otherwise be able to attend face-to-face interventions. A 
web-based MBI for those with heart disease followed up 12-months later (Gotink 
et al. 2017; n=215) revealed promising improvements in exercise capacity, 
systolic blood pressure, mental functioning and depression (Cohen’s d = 0.18) 
compared to usual care.  
Much like the small number, and varied, psychotherapeutic intervention studies 
reviewed by Cochrane (Hackett et al. 2008a; Hackett et al, 2008b; Knapp et al. 
2017) in the prevention and treatment of post-stroke anxiety and depression, it is 
clear the evidence for effective mindfulness-based interventions in stroke is 
limited. High quality RCTs are needed to investigate for the role of time since 
stroke and explore the effectiveness of MBIs in clinically-referred patients, closer 
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in time to their stroke. This would allow for a better understanding of what 
aspects of post-stroke psychological difficulties are influenced by such an 
intervention. Additionally, future studies need to be sensitive to the role of 
impaired cognition, mode of delivery, adaptations to programmes and the settings 
used for such interventions. Finally, future studies may benefit from exploring 
efforts to minimise attrition.  
Limitations  
Only peer reviewed articles were included which may have omitted results from 
the ‘grey’ literature. It is likely MBI may already be being used in clinical practice 
with stroke survivors.  
The search terms employed and eligibility criteria used meant only ‘pure’ MBSR 
and MBCT interventions were investigated. This may have missed other 
mindfulness-like interventions, which although less ‘pure’ may have provided us 
with more information about the effectiveness and adaptations needed when 
investigating MBIs for stroke survivors. A large number of studies were identified 
but did not meet our inclusion criteria suggesting a number of mindfulness-like 
interventions (such as ACT) may be worthy of inclusion in future reviews.  
There remain limitations associated with the quality of the included studies and 
omissions of full reporting of outcome scores (e.g. broken down by condition) 
such as in Johansson et al. (2012). Contact with the researchers was unsuccessful 
in obtaining stroke-specific data.  
The choice of Thomas’ (2004) quality appraisal tool may miss nuances associated 
with the range of study designs employed (described as waitlist RCT, feasibility 
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study, case series, pilot study and pilot case series). Such designs suggest later, 
definitive trials were planned but only one group (Johansson et al. 2012; 
Johansson et al, 2015) appear to have published consecutive studies.  
Conclusion 
Mindfulness based interventions have shown to assert a beneficial effect in 
psychological and physiological domains in a number of chronic health 
conditions. The current review of MBIs for stroke-related anxiety and depression 
suggests MBIs may hold promise in alleviating such difficulties in this population. 
Furthermore, there is evidence of positive effects from both MBSR and MBCT, 
delivered face-to-face and online, with some evidence of positive effects being 
maintained at three-month follow-up. 
This review found certain adaptations may be needed to MBSR and MBCT 
practice in light of stroke-related disabilities and fatigue. Study quality was 
mixed, with studies characterised by small sample sizes and high attrition rates.  
Further formal investigation is suggested to test the feasibility of MBIs (including 
internet-delivered MBIs) in clinically-referred samples. Larger-scale, 
methodologically robust, longitudinal trials are warranted.  
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Part Three – Summary of Clinical Experience 
Year One  
Adult - Community Mental Health Team (12 months) 
During this placement I worked with adults experiencing acute, severe and enduring mental 
health difficulties in both outpatient and inpatient settings. I worked with individuals 
presenting with depression, anxiety, OCD, PTSD, schizophrenia, TBI, stroke and Medically 
Unexplained Symptoms (MUS). I undertook assessments and delivered one-to-one 
interventions, typically using CBT and third-wave therapies. I co-facilitated two groups – an 
outpatient Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT) for Psychosis group, and an 
inpatient Mindfulness group. Additionally, I conducted neuropsychological assessments 
using the WAIS-IV and delivered teaching and training on therapies (such as CBT, DBT) for 
psychosis, bipolar disorder and self-harm to acute inpatient ward staff, and on group ACT 
and Compassion Focussed Therapies (CFT) to CMHT staff.  
I supervised an honorary assistant psychologist and conducted a small scale research project 
exploring goal setting.  
Year Two 
Child – Emotional Health Service (6 months) 
In the equivalent of a Tier 2 CAMHS service, I worked with children and young people 
experiencing a range of difficulties such as low mood, anxiety, physical health and 
neurodevelopmental disorders in an outpatient setting using CBT, Systemic, Narrative and 
Behavioural interventions. I joined a Systemic Family Therapy clinic once a week, conducted 
a number of CHOICE assessments and undertook neuropsychological assessments using the 
WISC-IV with our Educational Psychology colleagues. I co-facilitated a Motivation Group in 
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a local all-boys secondary school, and provided consultation to family support workers and 
SENCOs. I contributed to training sessions for other professionals on deliberate self-harm 
and anxiety disorders and led training on cyberbullying to fellow psychologists.  
Older Adult – Community Mental Health Team and Memory Assessment Service (6 m) 
This placement was split between an Older Adults CMHT, Memory Assessment Service and 
hospital-based Day Service. I also contributed to the newly set-up Care Home Liaison 
Service. 
My clinical work in the CMHT involved providing individual intervention to older adults 
experiencing mild/transitional difficulties in an outpatient setting as well as at home, joining a 
family therapy clinic and undertaking joint work with other MDT professionals.   
Work in the Memory Assessment Service involved complex neuropsychological assessment 
typically investigating for the presence of a dementia. I worked with four cases, conducting 
pre-testing interviews and a battery of neuropsychological tests including the TOPF, WMS, 
Hayling and Brixton, BADS, BNT, COWAT and VOSP.   
Work in the hospital-based Day Service involved individual intervention with adults 
experiencing, for example, depression, anxiety, fear of falling, dysphagia, adjustment and end 
of life cancer care. I also presented to exercise and rehabilitation groups on anxiety and 
depression in rehabilitation.  
I undertook assessments, formal observations and contributed to team formulations in the 
Care Home Liaison Service, and facilitated a Mindfulness group. 
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Year Three  
Specialist – Adult Cystic Fibrosis Unit (6 months) 
As part of a specialist MDT, I worked in an adult Cystic Fibrosis unit supporting patients, 
their families and staff with issues relating to adjustment, transition from children’s services, 
low mood, anxiety and non-adherence to medication. I contributed to ward rounds and annual 
review clinics, and provided teaching for students.  
I also worked in a Respiratory outpatient clinic one session-a-week supporting adults with 
COPD with issues relating to adjustment, low mood and end of life.  
I undertook neuropsychological assessments in both a Stroke and a Neuro-Rehabilitation 
service (employing a range of assessments including the RBANS, Rivermeade and TOMM), 
inputted into an Adult Critical Care Follow-Up Clinic, and Cancer Survivorship Workshop.  
I attended a Systemic Special Interest Group and Clinical Health Psychology Professionals 
meetings, and travelled to Birmingham for a national Cystic Fibrosis psychology conference. 
Learning Disability – Community Learning Disability Healthcare Team (6 months) 
In this placement I worked with individuals and families of those with moderate to severe and 
profound Learning Disabilities, providing intervention for a range of difficulties including 
dementia, depression, chronic pain, ‘challenging’ behaviour and bereavement. I worked 
across our community base, in patients’ homes, with day services and in respite and 
residential settings.  
I undertook three complex eligibility assessments (using the WAIS-IV and ABAS-3), liaising 
closely with other specialist healthcare teams and social services.  
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I worked jointly with other members of our MDT on a number of cases. I provided training 
on dementia to newly qualified members of staff, as well as teaching to those attending day 
services on relationships and anxiety management.  
Finally, I attended a BPS Learning Disabilities Faculty meeting, and the local Trust’s 
Schwartz Rounds. 
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PSYCHD CLINICAL PROGAMME 
TABLE OF ASSESSMENTS COMPLETED DURING TRAINING 
 
Year I Assessments 
ASSESSMENT TITLE 
WAIS WAIS Interpretation (online assessment) 
Practice Report of 
Clinical Activity 
A Psychological Assessment and Initial Formulation of 
a Woman in her late 40’s with a diagnosis of Recurrent 
Depression with Psychotic Symptoms. 
Audio Recording of 
Clinical Activity with 
Critical Appraisal 
Audio Recording of Clinical Activity with Critical 
Appraisal of a Woman in her early 60’s with Depression 
and Suicidal Ideation. 
Report of Clinical 
Activity N=1 
Psychological Assessment and Intervention of a Woman 
in her late 20’s with Anxiety, Low Mood and a 
Comorbid Chronic Health Condition. 
Major Research Project 
Literature Survey 
Mindfulness-Based Interventions for Post-Stroke 
Anxiety:  A Literature Survey 
Major Research Project 
Proposal 
A Pilot Investigation of Online Mindfulness in Post 
Stroke Anxiety and Depression 
Service-Related Project A Study of the Quantity, Content and Recovery 
Processes Identified in a Sample of Care Plan Recovery 
Goals  
 
Year II Assessments 
ASSESSMENT TITLE 
Report of Clinical 
Activity 
Assessment and Brief Intervention with a Primary School 
aged Child with Attainment Difficulties, Anxiety and a 
Genetic Disorder. 
PPLD Process Account Personal and Professional Learning Discussion Group 
Process Account  
 
Year III Assessments  
ASSESSMENT TITLE 
Presentation of Clinical 
Activity 
Brief Intervention with a Woman in her late 60’s with 
Swallowing Difficulties 
Major Research Project 
Literature Review 
The Potential for Mindfulness Based Interventions in the 
Emotional Sequalae of Stroke: A Systematic Literature 
Review   
Major Research Project 
Empirical Paper 
The Feasibility and Acceptability of an Online 
Mindfulness Intervention for Stroke Survivors 
Report of Clinical 
Activity – Formal 
Assessment  
A Neuropsychology Assessment of a Gentleman in his 
70’s for a Suspected Dementia within a Memory Clinic 
Final Reflective 
Account 
On Becoming a Clinical Psychologist: A Retrospective, 
Developmental, Reflective Account of the Experience of 
Training 
 
